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FOREWORD 

This Report is intended to provide a gen::!ral summary of Whirlwind I 

operation logic. The Report is somewhat more than the survey for the lay

* man found in "Whirlwind I: A High-Speed Electronic Digital Computer;" on 

the other hand, it brings up to date many of the descriptions started in 

** "Whirlwind I Computer Block Diagrams. " The Appendix contains selected 

block diagrams, some simplified, of the computer. 

Sections 5.1-5.3 in Chapter 5, "Magnetic-Core Storage, " have been 

adapted from "The MIT Magnetic-Core Memory, " a paper given by William 

N. Papian at the Joint Eastern Computer Conference (Washington, D. C., 

December 1953). 

Separate pUblications on Whirlwind I terminal equipment and electron

ic circuits will be issued at a later date. These topics are therefore not 

treated in detail here. 

As far as possible, the computer terms used in this Report are those 

defined in "Standards on Electronic Computers: Definition of Terms, 1950" 

(50 IRE 8. Sl); any exceptions are defined as they appear. 

SIGNED ~~ CJ. 'h..-.L~'_ 
Ma~aret . Mann 

--Gb'<U.t-7. 'i?Q,tf.,.~ 
Robert R. Rathbone 

~ \1.. ~--:--:-
John B. Bennett 
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ABSTRACT 

Whirlwind I is an electronic digital computer in which numbers are re

presented by groups of short electrical impulses. High operating speed rather 

than simultaneous computations shortens the solution time of problems. Com

putations are carried out in the binary-number system, with a basic register 

length of sixteen binary digits. 

Instructions are transferred from punched paper tape into an internal 

high-speed magnetic-core storage, supplemented by external magnetic-tape 

and magnetic-drum systems. A central control element regulates the opera

tion of input and output gates between the bus system (providing parallel-digit 

transmission) and various units of the computer. 

Instructions, initial data, and preliminary results are stored in arrays 

of magnetic cores, and every memory location is accessible in an equal length 

of time. Numbers and. instructions may be stored interchangeably; the com

puter can therefore handle with equal ease problems with a small controlling 

program and a large amount of initial data and problems with a large control

ling program and little initial data and partial results. 

Punched-paper-tape and magnetic-tape devices, magnetic drum, type

writer, and oscilloscope are all used as computer terminal equipment. 

v 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1. 1 The Whirlwind I Computer 

Whirlwind I is a high- speed electronic computer in which numbers are represented by 

groups of short electrical impulses and computation is carried out in digital form. The basic 

principle of the machine is to perform one arithmetic operation at a time and to depend upon 

high operating speed rather than upon simultaneous computing operations to shorten the solu

tion time of problems. 

The binary-number system is used for Whirlwind computation. The basic register 

length is sixteen binary digits (eqUivalent to about 5 decimal digits). For general mathematical 

work, it is possible for the computer to handle numbers having a length which is a multiple of 

the standard l6-digit register. 

Whirlwind I has an internal high- speed magnetic -core storage, sufficient in capacity 

for the solution of most problems. Initial data and instructions are transferred from relatively 

slow punched paper tape into this high-speed storage. External magnetic-tape and magnetic

drum systems supplement internal storage. 

Whirlwind I uses parallel-digit transmission over a bus system which provides one 

channel for each binary digit of the l6-digit register. Each major unit of the computer can 

transmit digits to and receive digits from this bus. The operation of the various output and 

input gates between the bus and units of the computer is controlled in the proper sequence by 

a central control element. 

The basic impulse rate (pulse-repetition frequency) for general operation of the com

puter is I mc; pulse duration is O. I fLsec. Within the arithmetic element, the impulse rate for 

multiplication and shifting is 2 mc. 

Instructions, initial data, and partial and intermediate results are stored in arrays of 

magnetic cores. Each digit of each storage register consists of a particular magnetic core; 

whether a '0' or a '1' is stored depends on the direction of magnetization of the core. Since 

readout of the cores is destructive, each storage access cycle includes a read and a rewrite or 

write, depending on whether the old information is to be left in the register or new information 

is to be inserted. Time is not a coordinate of the information; therefore, every memory location 

is accessible in an equal length of time. 

Instructions and numbers may be stored interchangeably. Problems with a small con

trolling program and a large amount of initial data or problems with a large controlling program 

and small initial data and partial results may be handled with equal flexibility. 

Terminal equipment consists of punched-paper-tape and magnetic-tape devices, magnetic 

drum, typewriter, a,nd oscilloscope. 
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1. 2 SUInInary of Whirlwind I Specifications 

STORAGE (16-digit words) 

Magnetic-Core Storage (MS): 

2 banks, each having 1024 cores per digit plane; access tiIne, 10 f1sec. 

Auxiliary Druzn Storage: 

12 groups each of 2048 registers on Inagnetic druzn; single word or block transfer to 

and froIn MS; average access tiIne to single work or block: 8.5 Insec within a group, 

16 Insec to select new group; block transfer rate, 64 f1sec/word. 

Test Storage: 

32 toggle-switch registers; 5 flip-flop registers (interchangeable with any 5 toggle

switch registers). 

SPEED (in Inicroseconds) 

Addition: 

To get one nUInber froIn MS, add it to one already in AE .. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 

To get two nUInbers froIn MS, add theIn, and transfer answer to MS .. . . . . .. 100 

Multiplication and Roundoff: 

To get one nUInber froIn MS, Inultiply it by one already in AE . . . . .. ... . . . . . 50 

To get two nUInbers froIn MS, Inultiply theIn, transfer product to MS 120 

TERMINAL EQUIPMENT 

Punched Paper Tape and Typewriters: 

Flexowriter 7 -hole tape (6 inforInation, I index); 6-binary-digit code for letters and deci

Inal nUInbers. Input to cOInputer: Inechanical tape reader (106 Insec/line, 318 Insec/word), 

photoelectric tape reader (7 Insec/line, 21 Insec/word); output: tape punch (93 Insec/line, 

279 Insec/word), printers (about 135 Insec/character, up to 900 Insec for carriage return). 

Magnetic Tape: 

Parallel-serial storage of binary digits in 3 pairs of nonadjacent channels (2 inforInation 

pairs, 1 index pair). Redundant recording in pairs IniniInizes tape-flaw errors. Maxi

InUIn density, 100 lines (200 binary inforInation digits) per inch; speed, 30 inches per sec. 

Coded tape recording of cOInputations enables printer to operate independently of cOInputer. 

Oscilloscope Display: 

Five Inodified DUInont 5-inch oscilloscopes and several16-inch Inagnetically deflected CRT's 

are available for displays. X and Y axes each have 2048 discrete positions (about 350 fJ.sec 

for point or vector set up and display, about 480 fJ.sec for character set up and display}. 

Fairchild caInera, autoInatically controlled by cOInputer, can be used with either type. 

Buffer DruIn: 

Magnetic druzn acts as teInporary storage of input and output data arriving at cOInputer in 

randoIn and asynchronous Inanner froIn Inultiple sources and leaving for various output 

devices. 
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1. 3 Arithm.etic Considerations 

1. 31 The Binary-Number Base (see Section 3. 1) 

Whirlwind I uses the binary (or base 2) system of numbering, which facilitates the utili

zation of electronic storage elements requiring only two stable states*, such as conducting or 

cutoff for a tube and charged or discharged for a condenser; these states represent the two 

numbers, "0" and "I", of the binary system. Conversion from decimal to binary numbers is 

done in two steps: from decimal to coded binary by Flexowriter; from coded binary to binary 

by the computer (which must be instructed to do so). 

1. 32 Fixed Point 

To meet the problem of requiring storage registers of finite range to hold numbers of 

theoretically infinite range, the fixed-point system is used in Whirlwind 1. In this system, the 

range of numbers which can be handled is dependent on register length and is limited for any 

given problem; special provisions can be made in the instructions for those cases in which the 

normal range is inadequate. In normal operation, a scale factor assigned by the programmer 

is associated with each number in the machine and remains constant during the course of a 

problem. For extra-precision results and at great expense to speed, the problem may be 

programmed to use extra-precision and/or floating-point arithm.etic. 

1. 33 Signs, Negatives, and the lIs Complement 

An arithm.etic computer must be capable of handling the signs of numbers. For WWI 

use, positive binary numbers are identified by a 0 in the sign-digit (first) position of the 

number, while negative numbers have a 1 in the sign-digit position. The sign digit is followed 

by the 15 digits expressing magnitude; by design, the binary point is understood to be placed 

immediately after the sign digit. In effect, this design convention causes all numbers to have 

positive or negative values less than I, a fact for which compensation can be made if necessary 

in setting up problems for computer solution. 

An arithm.etic computer must also be able to subtract. To accomplish this end, Whirl

wind I uses the l's-complement system, which makes it unnecessary to build into the equipment 

the ability to subtract. In the l's-complement method, subtraction becomes the addition of a 

complement, the actual subtraction having taken place when the complement was formed; such 

a process is advantageous in that the subtraction required to form a complement is simple and 

easily mechanized. In the binary system, a lIs complement is obtained with extreme speed 

and simplicity by interchanging O's and l's at each digit of the original number. (The use of 

the lIs complement in subtraction is discussed in Sec. 3.12.) 

* The FLIP-FLOP (FF) is the most common type. This unit uses two tubes; according to which 

of the tubes is conducting, the flip-flop is said to be storing a 0 or a 1. A 0 is stored by pulsing 

the 0 input, a 1 by pulsing the 1 input of the FF, regardless of the previous contents. The 0 or 1 

held by the FF may be changed to 1 or 0 by pulsing the complement input. 
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1. 4 Switching Considerations 

In the parallel-type system of Whirlwind I, a complete number is transmitted over a 

bus of 16 coaxial cables. The routing of a number becomes, then, the momentary connection 

to the bus of two registers, one sending, one receiving. More than one such compound bus 

requires the addition of considerable equipment; therefore Whirlwind I utilizes a single main 

bus system of parallel conductors to which are connected the several component elements 

(Fig. 1). Switching is therefore kept to a minimum -- connection of each element to the bus 

or disconnection from it -- and is done sequentially. Only one number is transmitted at any 

(lne time over the bus. 

ARITHMETIC CENTRAL 
STORAGE 

ELEMENT - CONTROL 

• . ~ 
I ~ BUS 

IN-OUT 
INPUT OUTPUT 

UNITS 
(CONTROL) 

UNITS 
ELEMENT -

Figure 1. General Block Diagram, WWI System 

1. 5 Comparison with Manual System 

Every computing system has certain basic elements. In a manual system these elements 

might be a messenger who brings in a problem, an operator, the notebook in which he enters 

incoming data and records answers, a desk calculator, and a messenger who takes the results. 

In the Whirlwind I system, Figure I, the operator becomes CENTRAL CONTROL; the desk cal

culator, the ARITHMETIC ELEMENT; the notebook, STORAGE; and the messengers, the INPUT 

and OUTPUT units. 

Just as in Inanual cOInputation the operator controls the steps to be performed, so in 

Whirlwind I computation, CENTRAL CONTROL takes each instruction in sequence froIn STORAGE, 

examines it and sends pulses to the various parts of the computer to perform the necessary pro

cesses. 
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The ARITHMETIC ELEMENT of Whirlwind I has registers which correspond to the key

board, accumulator, and counter of the desk calculator; storage of an instruction or a number 

in Whirlwind I corresponds to writing a line of information in the notebook. 

1. 6 The Operation Code 

1. 61 Characteristics 

Whirlwind I employs binary instructions filed in storage registers allocated by the pro

grammer. (Such binary instructions and the binary numbers for computer use are identical in 

form and are known indiscriminately as "words." Control determines whether a given word is 

to be treated as an instruction or as a number.) Where necessary, an instruction may be sent 

to the arithmetic element for arithmetic modification; this permits carrying out the same 

sequence of similar operations on several quantities with only a single sequence of instructions 

continually modified (or indexed) by the addition or subtraction of suitable constants. This 

ability of the computer is very useful for generalized instruction sequences in which a standard 

set of instructions is to be used in many similar problems. 

1. 62 The Standard Instruction 

Each instruction describes the storage register to or from which a number is to be trans

ferred, the element which is the source or destination of the number, and any necessary further 

operations, particularly those in the arithmetic element. These standard instructions have 

two parts: 

1. A 5-digit code number designating one of a group of 32 computer operations. This 

operation section of the instruction is decoded and carried out by control; and 

2. An II-digit code number designating (a) the address of the storage register to be 

connected to the bus (selected by the storage switch); (b) the number of digits by which a word 

is to be shifted; or (c) the terminal equipment to be used. 

The 32 computer operations can be represented by 5 binary digits if the first is des

cribed as 00000. Eleven binary digits are likewise sufficient to describe the 2048 storage 

registers in Whirlwind 1. (Ten digits describe 1024 registers; the eleventh digit selects either 

Bank A or Bank B of MS, each having 1024 registers.) 

The 16 digit positions of all words (both numbers and instructions) are arbitrarily num

bered from 0 to 15, reading from left to right. If a number is involved, the binary point is 

con'sidered as being between position 0 and position 1 (see Section 1. 32). If an instruction is 

involved, the operation section and the address section are interpreted as whole numbers. 

1. 63 Included Operations 

Built into Whirlwind I is the ability to add, subtract (see Section 1. 33, above), multiply, 

divide, and to shift a number in a register to the right or to the left. Whirlwind I also is pro

vided with certain control operations which allow great savings in the number of instructions 
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required for a problem, allow the machine to exercise a certain amount of program generation 

by permitting changes in computing procedure according to computed results, and allow the 

computer to perform such processes as sorting and extraction of data from tables. These 

control operations are: 

1. Subprogra:m.rning (or transfer of control). Control is instructed to stop the sequence 

of instructions it is executing and to change to another sequence stored in the machine. 

2. Conditional programming. Here the change in the instruction sequence depends on 

some previously computed result (most easily, the sign of a number). Any decision the machine 

may be called on to make is reduced to the question of whether or not a number in the accumu

lator is positive or negative. 

3. Digital transfers. This operation allows computed data to be inserted in actual in

structions -- for example, the insertion of a computed address if an entry is to be removed 

from a table. The address of the desired entry is computed and inserted in the removal instruc

tion. 

1. 64 WWI Operations 

The following table describes Whirlwind control operations. These operations are 

represented by lower-case letters, abbreviations of terms descriptive of the process. Certain 

representative operations are treated in more detail in Section 3.2; for a complete description 

of all operations see Digital Computer Laboratory report M-1624-l, "Short Guide to Coding and 

Whirlwind I Operation Code," P. R. Bagley (28 November 1952). 

Fill accumulator: 

ca clear and add 

cs clear and subtract 

cm clear and add magnitude 

Arithmetic: 

ad add 

su subtract 

dm difference of magnitude s 

sa special add 

mr multiply and round off 

dv divide 

sIr shift left and round off 

slh shift left and hold 

srr shift right and round off 

srh shift right and hold 

Store: 

ts transfer to storage 

td transfer digits 

ta transfer address 
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Transfer control: 

sp transfer control (subprogram) 

cp conditional transfer control (conditional program) 

Convenience: 

ex 

ao 

ab 

Special: 

In-out: 

sf 

ck 

clc 

dh 

md 

rs 

exchange 

add one 

add B register 

scale factor 

check 

cycle left and dear 

cycle left and hold 

multiply digits 

reset 

si select in-out unit or stop the computer 

rd read 

rc record 

bi block transfe r in 

bo block transfer out 

1. 7 Block-Diagram Symbols 

The following symbols are peculiar to Digital Computer Laboratory block diagrams. 

TYPES OF DATA 

----I> LONG PULSE ~~:OL~:E~~~N~~~~:~IOAN,: FORWARD 

STANDARD PULSE} ALL ARROWS INDICATE DIRECTION 

DATA CHANNELS 

SIGNAL LEVEL (DESTINATION) END OF LINE. 

SINGLE - CHANNEL LINE 

MULTIPLE-CHANNEL CABLE. INDIVIDUAL LINES 
ARE IDENTICAL AND PARALLEL IN TIME. 

MULTIPLE-CHANNEL CABLE. INDIVIDUAL LINES 
ARE SIMILAR IN PURPOSE BUT NOT 
IDENTICAL NOR PARALLEL IN TIME. 

CONNECTION OF LINES 

NO CONNECTION 

~ CONNECTION 

J . }EXAMPLES OF BRANCH _ ....... 1__ ARROWHEADS PREVENT 
CONNECTIONS. EXTRA 
BACK-FLOW OF DATA. 

•• ~~_-,!t,-. OMISSION OF ARROWHEADS ALLOWS DATA FLOW 
A • IN BOTH DIRECTIONS BETWEEN A AND B. 

T CRYSTAL CONNECTION IN MATRIX 

+ DIRECT CON NECTION )N MATRIX 

COMPONENTS 

FLIP-FLOP (FF) 

OUTPUTffiUTPUT "0" "I" 
o I 

FF 

CLEAR OR SET TO 
SET TO "I" 

"0· 
COMPLEMENT 

,CHANGE SETTING) 

GATE TUBE (GTl 

PULSE 
OUT PUT 

GATE GENERATOR IGG) 

PULSE .8 FIXED-GATE I> 
INPUT OUTPUT 

DELAY ELEMENT (DE) 

PULSE .~ PULSE. DELAYS DATA BY 
INPUT ... OUTPUT FIXED All OUNT 

PULSE • ~ PULSE. SLIGHT DELAY, 
INPUT OUTPUT REQUIRED LOGICALLY 

1-7 
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2. A GENERAL OUTLINE OF THE SYSTEM 

2. 1 System Operation 

System operation of the Whirlwind computer can best be understood by describing the 

use of each of the several basic elements shown in Figure 1. 

2-1 

First, consider that every step of a computation must be called for by the control ele

ment. It is necessary, therefore, to have a supply of instructions within the machine. These 

instructions are kept in consecutively numbered registers of the storage element. Thus, each 

instruction is put at a specific address and can be obtained when needed by having storage read 

out the contents of this register or extract the information contained therein. 

2. 11 Normal Operation 

Instructions are selected -- ordinarily in sequence -- according to the setting of the 

program counter (PC), a component of the central control element; the program counter is 

indexed one as the instruction is performed. It is possible to change the sequence when desired; 

the procedure will be considered in Sections 2. 12 and 2. 13. 

Figure 2 shows how an instruction is selected. The program counter contains the address 

of the register which holds the instruction. This address is read out onto the bus through a set 

of gate tubes (GT)* and travels via the bus through another set of gate tubes to set the storage 

switch. This switch, attached to storage, is thus set to select the storage register holding the 

instruction desired. 

PROGRAM 
COUNTER 

STORAGE 
SWITCH 

DIGIT-TRANSFER BUS 

Figure 2. Select Instruction 

STORAGE 

* In Whirlwind I, a two-grid tube which will conduct only if positive voltages are supplied 

coincidentally to both grids. 
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Figure 3 shows the next step. extracting the instruction from storage. The gate tubes 

attached to storage are opened and the instruction is read out to central control's parity register 

(PAR)*. which holds the instruction until the storage switch can be cleared of the storage address 

to which it is set. 

• 

PARITY 
REGISTER 

(- - INSiiiJCTION (MSONL.y1i 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I STORAGE L- STORAGE 

I r- '-rr-----' 

I I 

GT 

I I 
I I 
I INSTRUCTION ITS ONL.Y) ) -1----- -----

Figure 3. Read Out Instruction 

Figure 4 shows how an instruction is set up. While the PAR holds the instruction, the 

storage switch is cleared of the address of this instruction. The entire instruction is then read 

from PAR onto the bus; from the bus it is distributed between the control switch and the storage 
16 -DIGIT 

INSTRUCTION 

STORAGE 

5 - DIGIT I __________ J 

( OPERATION CODE 

I • 
OPERATION COMMAND 

CONTROL. PUL.SES 

Figure 4. Set Up Instruction 

* If the instruction comes from test storage (TS). it goes directly via the bus to PAR; if it 

comes from magnetic-core storage (MS), it goes through PAR to the bus and then back to PAR. 

(See Section 2.2 for details of storage. The apparently useless trip from PAR to the bus 

and back to PAR simplifies the problem of commanding MS and TS interchangeably.) No 

parity check is performed if the instruction comes from test storage. 
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switch. The control switch decodes the 5 digits of the operation code and sets the operation 

control for the desired operation. The storage switch decodes the 11 digits of the address, 

selecting the storage register which, for arithmetic operations, holds the number to be op

erated upon. 

Z-3 

A computation such as an addition requires three instructions, two to send the numbers 

to be added to the arithmetic element, and one to store the result. In general, the first in

struction transmits one number to the arithmetic element (Figure 5). The storage gate tubes 

are opened and the desired number read out onto the bus (through PAR if the number was in MS). 

The input gate tubes of the arithmetic element are also opened, allowi"'g the number to go into 

the arithmetic element. (Some additional processes such as clearing may be needed within the 

arithmetic element. Once fed the operation code, operation control will supply all the necessary 

commands.) The next instruction will put the second number into the arithmetic element and 

command whatever operation on the numbers is designated by the operation code. 

PROGRAM 
COUNTER 

GT 

CONTROL 

SWITCH 

PARITY 
REGISTER 

OPERATION 

CONTROL 

,.- - - - - - - - - - -, 
I MS ONLY 1,--'"'-.., 
I I 
I I 
I I~~ 
I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 

I 
I 
1 

STORAGE 

--------, (T~-ONLY 
I I 

1-:==::: COMMAND 
I- PULSES 

I GT I 
I I 
• ( r-"-L-_t_-, 

ARITHMETIC 

ELEMENT 

Figure 5. Perform Operation 

In summary, the sequence below is followed for each instruction: 

1. The quantity one is added to the program counter. 

Z. The counter contents (the address of the next instruction) is read into the 

storage switch via the bus. 

3. The instruction is read out from storage and held temporarily in the 

parity register. 
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4. Going fro:m PAR. the instruction is divided between the storage switch (to locate 

the nu:mber to be operated upon) and the control switch (to set up operation 

control for the desired operation). 

5. The nu:mber is read fro:m storage to the arithInetic ele:ment. where the desired 

operation on it is carried out under the direction of operation control. 

Figure 6 shows the storage of an arithInetic result. The output gate tubes of the arith

:metic ele:ment are opened and the result trans:mitted to the bus and into MS via the PAR and MS 

input GT or into TS directly via the test-storage input gate tubes. 

(""- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --, 
I MSONLY I 

I I 
I MS ONLY I 

OPERATION 
CONTROL 

MS ONLY 

COMMAND 
PULSES 

STORAGE 

Figure 6. Store Result 

/TS ONLY 

....--'-"'---1 I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
) 

/ 
/ 

To produce an external record of a result. an appropriate instruction calls upon in-out 

control to activate the desired output device for recording the result. Si:milarly. to insert data 

into the co:mputer an instruction calls upon in-out control to activate an input device. A further 

discussion of in-out control will be found in Section Z. Z4. 
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2. 12 Subprograzn Operation 

The subprograzn (sp) operation is shown in Figure 7. As in norznal operation, the sp 

instruction is extracted frozn storage and stored in PAR. Frozn PAR the instruction is distrib

uted between the control switch and the storage switch. The storage switch is set up to the 

address section of the instruction. However, the subprograzn operation code of this instruction 

calls for no readout frozn the storage register selected by the switch, but for a transfer of the 

address section of the instruction frozn the PAR to the prograzn counter. After coznpletion of 

the sp instruction, the next instruction to be taken by the prograzn counter is the one whose ad

dress in storage has just been transferred to it, that is, the one to be found in the register 

designated by the subprograzn instruction. 

CONTROL OPERATION COMMAND 
SWITCH CONTROL PULSES r-

I 
~ _________ .£e.tl ___________ J 

Figure 7. Subprograzn 

2. 13 Conditional-Prograzn Operation 

ARITHMETIC 
ELEMENT 

The conditional-prograzn operation is also shown in Figure 7. Operation control, acti

vated by the operation code, cp, sends a pulse to the arithznetic eleznent. If the sign of the 

nuznber in the accUInulator is positive as evidenced by a 0 in the sign-digit position, the pulse 

is stopped. The contents of the prograzn counter are not changed; the next instruction in sequence 

as indicated by the prograzn counter is taken, and the coznputation proceeds. If the nuznber is 

the accUInulator is negative, on the other hand, the pulse is returned to the control switch, 

where it changes the switch setting frozn conditional prograzn to subprograzn. Since operation 

control is now set up for the subprograzn operation, the address section of the instruction in 
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PAR is transfered to the progra:m counter, and the instruction sequence is changed to start at 

this new address, as described above. 

Z. Z Characteristics of Basic Ele:ments 

Z. 21 Storage 

WWI presently has 2048 :magnetic-core storage (MS) registers of 16 binary digits each. 

Each core digit plane stores a 32 x 32 array of digits (total 1024); sixteen planes in parallel 

store 1024 l6-digit words; two banks, each of sixteen planes, store 2048 words. 

WWI also has so-called test storage, consisting of 32 toggle-switch (:manually changeable) 

storage registers and 5 flip-flop (electronically changeable) storage registers. The 5 flip-flop 

registers :may be substituted for any 5 toggle-switch registers. The test-storage registers 

govern the flow of initial instructions into :magnetic-core storage. Since 2048 addresses is the 

capacity of the progra:m counter, the 32 test-storage registers always deny the use of an equal 

nu:mber of :magnetic-core storage registers. 

The test-storage registers are connected directly to the :main bus; since they operate at 

co:mputer speed they are controlled directly by central control. Magnetic-core storage, however, 

is not connected directly to the bus and has its own separate MS control syste:m. Infor:mation is 

always trans:mitted to and fro:m MS through parity register, never directly via the bus. 

Ti:ming of MS internal operations is directed by MS control. When an MS operation is 

called for, central control transfers co:mputer control to MS control until an MS cycle has been 

co:mpleted; co:mputer direction is then returned to central control fro:m MS control. 

2.211 The Storage Switch 

As used in this report, the block labeled "Storage Switch" refers either to the electronic 

switch used with test storage or to the diode-:matrix decoders used with :magnetic-core storage. 

For test storage, the electronic switch selects a storage register fro:m the addresses 0 through 

31; for :magnetic -core storage, the decoders select a storage register fro:m the addresses 32 

through 2047. 

One digit of the ll-digit address selects one of the 2 banks of 16 planes. Of the re:maining 

10 digits, 5 establish the x-coordinate in the 32 x 32 array of the digit plane; the re:maining 5 

establish the y-coordinate. (See Section 5.4 , below.) 

2.212 Parity-Register Characteristics 

The parity register is a l6-digit flip-flop storage register provided with sending and 

receiving connections to the bus and to :magnetic-core storage. Its purpose is threefold: to 

serve as a te:mporary storage for instructions while the storage switch is being cleared; to serve as 

the te:mporary storage location for a word beingtransferredto and fro:m :magnetic-core storage; 

and to deter:mine the parity count of the word being transferred to or fro:m :magnetic-core storage. 
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Z. ZZ Central Control 

Whirlwind I, being a digital computer, operates on a step-by-step basis rather than on 

a continuous one. This concept holds from the simplest part of an operation through to the 

computation of complete problems. 

Z. ZZI Master Clock 

Each operation is made up of a series of processes, each process consisting, for example, 

of a single transfer, shift, or check. A number of these processes may be performed by diff

erent pieces of equipment at the same instant of time for a given command, but only one such 

process at a time by a particular piece. 

A command is a pulse which, in essence, orders the computer to perform a single 

process. The computer will do so and then await another command (pulse) to perform the next 

process. The master clock provides pulses which, when gated by operation control, call for 

these processes at the highest rate possible compatible with the operating speed of the equip

ment. (A lower rate would not affect computer functioning or results but only the time required 

for a computation.) 

The master clock, then, is the source of all pulses concerned with timing of computer 

and in-out operations; It is not a unit which emits pulses on only one line and at only one fre

quency as might be expected of a clock. Emanating from the master clock are pulses at the 

various frequencies used by the computer: Z mc for multiplication and shifting, I mc for most 

of the rest of computer operations, single pulses for push-button operation, and certain occa

sional pulses required for control of minor cycles of elements like magnetic-core storage and 

input-output. Moreover, pulses from push-button sources or from input-output equipment are 

asynchronous; therefore, another main function of the master clock is synchronization of these 

timing pulses with those at one of the main frequencies. 

Figure 5Z shows the components of the master clock. The time pulse distributor is 

discussed in Section Z. ZZ3. 

Z. ZZZ The Program Counter 

The program counter has the following characteristics: 

1. Capacity. For WWI, capacity is Z048 addresses. Eleven binary digits are needed 

to describe Z048 registers; an ll-section scale-of-two (binary) counter is used. (See Section 

Z. ZI, above.) 

Z. Counting Rate. The counting rate is relatively unimportant since the counter is 

added to only once for each operation completed. The time per operation, using magnetic 

storage, is of the order of 35 fLsec; using test storage, of the order of 17 fLsec. There is no 

lower limit to the counting rate. 
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3. Reading and Changing. The counter must be able to read onto the bus. Provision 

must also be made for clearing the counter and reading in a new address from the bus, as 

described in Sections Z. lZ and Z. 13. 

Z. ZZ3 Time-Pulse Distributor and Control Switch 

Central control commands the opening and closing of gates and the transferring of numbers 

and information in the machine by supplying pulses to the equipment at the right places and at 

the right times. For each operation to be performed a different sequence of pulses must be 

available. The control switch selects the equipment to be operated during the course of an op

eration; the time-pulse distributor furnishes the proper timing to the equipment. 

A basic device needed for computer control is an electronic switch (Figure 8). This 

switch, simplified, consists of a number of flip-flop circuits connected through a crystal-diode 

matrix. The switch shown contains only two flip-flops. Since each of these flip-flops has two 

stable states, the switch has four possible positions (outputs). By adding more flip-flops, more 

positions can be obtained. The number of positions = Zn, where n = number of flip-flops. The 

function of the electronic switch is to turn on, i. e., raise the potential of, only one output line 

at a time; this line is determined by the settings of all the associated flip-flops. All the re

maining lines are at some lower potential. 

R 

FF FF 

Ecc ~----------------~---r--~--------~--~--~ 

Figure 8. Electronic Switch 
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Figure 9 shows how such an electronic-matrix switch can be used to make a time-pulse 

distributor (TPD) which will produce consecutive time pulses on consecutive output lines. The 

distributor consists of an eight-position diode-matrix switch; the eight outputs are fed to two

grid gate tubes, while the flip-flops driving the switch are connected together in a counter cir

cuit. Each gate tube in turn is opened so that time pulses will come out in consecutive order, 

starting with the top line and finishing with the bottom line. After the last pulse appears, the 

switch will reset itself, and the next pulse will appear at the top line. 

The distributor, then, receives a continuous string of l-mc supply pulses and divides 

them up so that they appear in consecutive order on the output lines as time pulses; a particular 

piece of equipment supplied with one of these time pulses can be operated only at the time that 

pulse occurs in the rotating cycle of time pulses. A complete operation is considered to be 

started when the first time pulse appears out of the time-pulse distributor. TIME PULSES 

·llq' 
GT 

2 

3 

DIODE 
MATRIX 4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

SUPPLY 

PULSES 

Figure 9. Time-Pulse Distributor 
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2. 224 Operation Control 

Figure 10 shows how the tiIne-pulse distributor can be used in conjunction with a 32-

position switch (called the control switch) to cOInInand the different cOInputer processes. The 

tiIne-pulse distributor feeds tiIne pulses in consecutive order and in rotation onto lines 1 through 

8. The 32-position switch receives the operation-code section of the instruction froIn the bus 

and selects the operation line designated by the operation code. Activating this line in effect 

sets into "standby" condition all the equipInent needed for carrying out the operation. (The 

selected operation line supplies a gating voltage to one grid of the gate tube associated with 

each of these pieces of equipInent.) Because an operation is perforIned step by step, all this 

equipInent Inust operate in a previously established sequence. This sequence is effected by 

sending a particular tiIne pulse froIn the TPD to the second input of the gate tube(s) associated 

with the piece(s) of equipInent called for at that InOInent in the sequence. Each tiIne pulse, then, 

activates the proper equipInent at the proper tiIne. (In WWI the lines froIn the distributor and 

the switch forIn what is called the "Control Matrix." An abstract of this Inatrix is given in 

Figure 56.) 

co 

ad 

32-POSITION 
dv 

CONTROL SWITCH 

I- --

1---

OPERATION r---
CODE 

GT I-
FROM BUS 

'--- TIME 
PULSES 

I 

2 

3 

a-POSITION 4 
TIME-PULSE 5 
DISTRIBUTOR 6 

7 

a 

GT I GT ~ GT I GT rl GT rl GT 

SUPPLY PULSES ! ! ! ~ 
a g m q z 

Figure 10. Operation Control and Switch 
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For example, assume that an operation requires equipment a, g, m, q, r, and z, and 

that it be performed in the sequence: delay, a and r simultaneously, q, m, delay, g and z 

simultaneously, delay, a. The connections shown in Figure 10 would produce the sequencing 

of equipment as follows: 

TIME PULSE EQUIPMENT 

1 (delay) 

2 a,r 

3 q 

4 m 

S (delay) 

6 g,z 

7 (delay) 

8 a 

If the control switch had not been changed when time pulse 1 came around again, the same 

equipment would be cycled on again in the same order, as time progressed from 1 to 8. 

Whirlwind I now has 120 gate tubes (called "Control Pulse Output Units") which serve 

as "keys" to the operation of computer equipment. 

2. 23 Arithmetic Element 

The arithmetic element or AE (shown schematically in Figure 64}is capable of the 

following operations: 

1. Addition; 

2. SUbtraction; 

3. Multiplication; 

4. Division; 

S. Shifting and cycling; 

6. Transmitting to and receiving from the bus; 

7. Detecting the signs of numbers in the accumulator and/or A-register; 

8. Complementing the contents of the accumulator and/or A-register. 

In operation, the aritlunetic element obtains one number at a time from the bus and 

performs such operations on it as are requested. Where two numbers are required, as in 

addition, the first number is in the accumulator of the arithmetic element; the second is brought 

in by the next operation. The first number in the accumulator may be the result of a previous 

arithmetic operation or may have been brought in by the previous transfer operation. 

The result of an arithmetic operation remains in the accumulator unless special steps 

are taken to remove it. It may be placed in storage by an additional instruction, but such a 

transfer does not destroy the contents of the accumulator. A number in the accumulator re

mains there until cleared by a new instruction which requires an empty accumulator for its 

execution. 
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AE consists of three Illajor cOIllponents: 

1. The A-register or AR; 

2. The accuIllulator or AC; 

3. The B-register or BR. 

2. 231 A-Register 

AR is a siIllple flip-flop register. Its functions are: 

1. To receive a nUIllber COIlling into AE froIll storage. AR IllUSt be connected to 

the bus by a set of read-in gate tubes. 

2. To transIllit nUIllbers to AC for addition or subtraction. Gate tubes IllUSt be 

provided for reading either the nUIllber or its cOIllpleIllent into AC. 

3. To hold the Illultiplicand and divisor. No additional equipIllent is required 

for these services. The contents of AR are siIllply added or subtracted into AC in a norIllal 

fashion, but under the control of the process in question. 

4. To sense the sign of the nUIllber in AR for use indeterIllining the signs of 

products and quotients. 

5. To change the sign of the nUIllber in AR by forIlling the cOIllpleIllent of that 

nUIllber. 

6. To hold for transfer to storage the location of the next instruction to which 

the COIllputer is to return afte.r a change in the prograIll counter (sequence of instructions 

see Sections 2.12 and 2. 13, above). 

2. 232 AccuIllulator 

AC is the adding e1eIllent used for all arithIlletic operations. It forIlls the SUIll in 

addition, the difference in subtraction, the product in Illultiplication, and holds the reIllainder 

in division. It also perforIlls the following cOIllputing procedures: 

1. Read out to the bus. All inforIllation extracted froIll AE for storage or display 

IllUSt COIlle froIll AC (except as indicated in Section 2.231-6, above). 

2. Read into BR. The Illultiplier is originally in AC and IllUSt be transferred to 

BR before a Illultiplication can start. Since transfer by shifting is too slow, a set of transfer 

gate tubes is provided. 

2. 233 B-Register 

BR holds the Illultiplier during Illultiplication and the quotient during division. It IllUSt 

be capable of: 

1. Receiving nUIllbers transferred into it froIll AC. 

2. TransIllitting nUIllbers directly into AC to add the contents of BR to those of AC. 

On all other occasions, BR reads out to AC by shifting left. 

3. Shifting its contents to the left or right, thereby inserting digits into or reIlloving 

theIll froIll AC as the case Illay be. At the cOIllIlland "divide shift left," however, no digits pass 

between BR and AC since AC is not involved. 
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Z. Z4 Input and Output SysteIll 

The basic function of the WWI in-out systeIll is to perIllit cOIllIllunication between the 

cOIllputer and people and equipIllent external to the cOIllputer. COIllIllunication with people is 

obviously necessary in order for instructions to reach the cOIllputer and for certain types of 

results to be interpreted. COIllIllunication with external equipIllent is needed if the cOIllputer 

is being used as a control eleIllent in a physical systeIll or if SOIlle external storage is used 

to expand the facilities of the cOIllputer. 

The cOIllputer requires its input and output data to be in very special forIll, naIllely, 

O. l-Ilsec pulses in parallel lines representing SOIlle type of binary code. Input data Illay ori

ginate in Illany different forIlls, e. g., signals froIll a punched-tape or punched-card reader, 

signals froIll Illagnetic tape or Illagnetic druIll, or voltages froIll analog Illeasuring devices. 

Output data also Illay be required in different forIlls, such as pulses to operate display oscill

oscopes and call1eras, or relay voltages to operate typewriters and tape punches. The in-out 

systeIll therefore IllUSt convert the forIll of the data and IllUSt Illatch other characteristics of 

the terIllinal equipIllent to those of the cOIllputer. 

Coordination between the cOIllputer and the terIllinal equipIllent is provided by the in

out (control) eleIllent (IOE) and includes the following specific functions: 

1. Selecting external units and their Illodes of operation: 

Z. Providing buffer storage for data being transferred between the cOIllputer and 

external units: 

3. Stopping the cOIllputer if it atteIllpts to get ahead of an external unit: 

4. Giving an a1arIll if an external unit gets ahead of the cOIllputer prograIll: 

5. Synchronizing external pulse signals with cOIllputer pulses; 

6. Allowing certain external units to operate through several in-out processes or 

cycles in response to a single cOIllputer order; 

7. Counting any delays needed between steps in the in-out procedure. 

The above description gives only a birdseye view of the Whirlwind in-out systeIll. 

Nothing has been said about tlle Illagnetic-drUIll installations as details of this systeIll have 

not been cOIllpleted. A separate volUIlle covering the in-out systeIll in detail is conteIllplated: 

specifications of various in-out devices are given in Section 1. Z of this Report, in Digital COIll

puter Laboratory Engineering Note E-466, "Operation of the In-Out E1eIllent," by E. S. Rich, 

15 July 195Z, and in Digital COIllputer Laboratory Engineering Note E-5Z0, "The WWI Auxiliary 

Magnetic DrUIll SysteIll, " by J. W. Forgie, 9 Jan. 1953. 
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3. BASIC OPERATIONS 

As the basis of its computations, WWI can perform upon command the fundamental 

operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. To adapt these operations 

to computer requirements, other operations essential to logical functioning have also been 

included. Among these latter are the shift (transposition of accumulator and B-register 

contents to right or left for a designated num.ber of digits), the transfer (duplication of a1l 

or a part of accumulator contents in a designated storage location), the subprogram. (see 

Section Z. lZ, above), and the conditional program. (see Section Z. 13, above). 

3.1 Binary Arithmetic 

The decim.al system takes its nam.e from. the fact that it is based on ten digits (0, 1, 

. 9); all numbers in the decimal system. are com.posed of those 10 digits. The binary 

system., analogously, takes its nam.e from. the fact that it is based on Z digits (0, 1); all num

bers in the binary system. are made up of those Z digits. The decim.al system. has a base of 

10; the binary system. has a base of Z. 

Decim.al Binary 

System. Equivalence System Equivalence 

1x10· 1 lxZ· = 

Z Zx10· 10 lxZl + OxZ· = 

3 3xlO· 11 1xZ 1 + 1xZ. = 

4 4xl0· 100 lxZZ + OxZ1 + OxZ· = 

5 5xl0· 101 1xZ Z + OxZ 1 + lxZ. = 

6 6x10° 110 lxlZ + lxl1 + OxZ O = 

7 7xl0° III lxZ Z + lx20l + lxl· = 

8 8x10° 1000 
3 20 1 

1xZ + OxZ + OxZ + Oxl o = 

9 9xl0° 1001 lxZ3 + Ox2o Z + Ox20 1 + lxl ° = 

10 lx10 1 + Oxl0· 1010 lxl3 + OxlZ + lxZ 1 + OxZ 0 = 

11 lxl0 1 + lxl0° 1011 
3 20 1 

lxZ + Oxl + lxZ + lxZ o = 

1Z lxl0 1 + Zxl0 0 1100 
3 Z 1 

lxZ + lx20 + OxZ + OxZ· = 

13 lxl0 1 + 3x10° 1101 lx203 + lxZZ + OxZl + 1xZ o = 

14 1xl0 1 +' 4xlO ° 1110 lxZ3 + lxZZ + lxZl + Oxl· = 

15 lx10 1 + 5xlO. 1111 lxZ3 + lxZZ + lxZ 1 + lxl. 

16 lxl0 1 + 6x10· 10000 lxZ4 + OxZ3 + Oxl Z + OxZ 1 + OxZ. = 

17 1x10 1 + 7x10 ° 10001 
4 3 Z 1 

lxZ + OxZ + OxZ + Oxl + lxZ· = 

1 

Z 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

lZ 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

ZO ZxlO l + OxlO° 10100 lxl4 + Ox203 + 1xZZ + Ox20 1 + OxZ 0 = Zo 

Decim.al numbers, since they have a base of 10, may be broken up into powers of 10: 

e. g. 305.798 = 3x10 Z + Ox10 l + 5xlO· + 7xl0- 1 + 9xlO- Z + 8xlO-3 

In the sam.e way, binary num.bers, since they have a base of 20, m.ay be broken up into powers of 20: 
Z 1 -1 -Z -3 e. g. 101. 011 = lx20 + Ox2o + lxZ o + Ox2o + 1xZ + lxZ 
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It can be seen from this arrangement of the powers of the bases that the decimal places (units, 

tens, hundreds, tenths, hundredths, thousandths, etc.) have a definite relation to the powers 

of the base 10 in the decimal system. They are numbered off consecutively from left to right, 

from + 00 to - 00 , these numbers corresponding exactly with the powers of the base 10; the 

decimal point is placed between the units (0) place and the tenths (-I) place. 

The binary places (units, twos, fours, eights, sixteens, halves, fourths, eighths, etc.) 

are also numbered exactly according to the powers of the base 2; the binary point is placed be

tween the units (0) place and the halves (-1) place. Therefore, the place and point arrangement 

is the same in both decimal and binary systems. 

3. 11 Addition 

It is necessary to consider the methods of binary arithmetic to understand the processes 

which WWI uses for computing. A detailed discussion of binary arithmetic is contained in 

Digital Computer Laboratory Report R-90-1, "The Binary System of Numbers, " Margaret F. 

Mann, February 29, 1952. 

In decimal addition (Figure llA), when a sum in any column is greater than 9, the extra 

digit (or cal'ry) must be added into the left-hand adjacent column. (Ordinarily, this carry op

eration is accomplished without writing it out specifically.) 

- r- -
2 1 8 

1 8 2 

rL 0 

3 l2J -
rEol W 
~I 
~ 

(A) 
Decimal 

1" - ro - T 
~ 

1" r-
I 1 0 

1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

r-Io ..Q. 

rIo 1l!J 

flo 1 l!J L-I I -

~o 
~ 

1 0 ..Q.. ...Q.. 

~ llJ 
1 0 L!J I I I ,-- !-

L!J '1'--' 0 0 \1'0 ...Q.. 0 0 L- L- ~ 

(B) 
Binary 

Figure 11. Addition 

Figure lIB shows a binary addition. In a single column, the sum of 0 and 0 is O. The 

sum of 1 and 0 is 1. The sum of 1 and 1, however, is 10, the 1 being a carry which must be 

added into the left-hand adjacent column with the possibility that it may produce another carry 

to be added in. 
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3.1Z Subtraction; End-Around Carry 

A computer must be capable of handling negative numbers; two methods are shown in 

Figure lZ. For a discussion of binary sign notation for computer use, see Section 1. 33, above. 

Method Decimal Binary 

ABSOLUTE MAGNITUDE, WITH SIGN - III - 1101111 

9's COMPLEMENT 9888 

l's COMPLEMENT 1 0010000 

Figure lZ. Negative Numbers 

The customary notation is to handle the number as its absolute magnitude with an associated 

sign. From the point of view of the computer, however, such a notation is not completely sat

isfactory since it requires a special subtracting unit and the ability to discriminate signs as 

such. Computerwise, a more convenient method of handling negative numbers is the N's

complement system, in which the magnitude of the negative number is subtracted from a power 

of the base N, less 1. The convenience may be noted from the illustration: the 9's complement 

of the decimal number is obtained by subtracting each digit of the positive number from 9. In 

binary notation, to form a negative-number l's complement, each digit of a positive number is 

subtracted from 1, equivalent to interchanging all O's and l' s. 

By using the l's complement system, an adder may be made to subtract. The first 

example of binary subtraction (Figure 13) shows a process in which the result is negative. The 

subtrahend has been complemented and added to the minuend. The result is the difference in 

its complemented form. The second example shows the subtraction of two numbers whose diff

erence is positive. Once again, the subtrahend has been complemented and added to the minuend. 

In this particular case, however, the difference is not in the desired form. It consists of the 

desired difference, N 1 -N Z' plus the unwanted terms Zn -1*, Fortunately, the correction for 

these terms is easy. The Zn represents a digit off the left-hand end of the register. If, there

fore, this digit is carried around and added into the rightmost place, both the Zn and the -1 

will be compensated for. This process, known as the "end-around carry, " is easily executed 

physically by connecting the carry section of the leftmost digit of the accumulator to the adding 

section of the rightmost digit. 

* Zn = (l x Zn) as shown in Part B, below. Part A, the familiar decimal breakdown, is given 

for reference. 

A B 

Decimal Binary 

936 = 1. .. 101 = 

(9 x 10 Z) + (3 x 10 1) + (6 x 10°) (lxZn ) ... +(lxZZ)+(OxZ 1)+(lxZO) 
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BINARY 

Minuend +.10110110 = Nl 
Subtrahend -.11010010 = -NZ 

Minuend 0.10110110 = Nl 
Subtrahend 1. 00101101 = Zn - N Z - 1 l's complement of N Z 

Remainder 1. 11100011 = Zn - (NZ-N 1) - 1 l's complement of N 1 - N Z 
Remainder -.00011100 = N1 - NZ 

Minuend 0.10110110 = Nl 
Subtrahend -.10010010 = N Z 

Minuend 0.10110110 = N1 
Subtrahend 1. 01101101 = Zn - N Z - 1 l's complement of N Z 

C:::011 

n 1 l's complement of -(N 1-N Z) = N 1 -NZ +Z -

+1 = end-around carry 

Remainder +.00100100 = N1 - N Z 

Figure 13. Subtraction Using l's Complements 

3. 13 Multiplication and Roundoff 

Multiplication is the process of successive additions, the multiplicand being added to 

the partial product in a manner determined by the digits in the multiplier. Figure l4A shows 

an example of decimal multiplication. The rightmost digit of the multiplier is multiplied by 

the digits of the multiplicand in turn. It will be noted that the results of these small multi

plications may be two-digit numbers, requiring, therefore, an addition process and carries 

to obtain the partial product. Following the use of the rightmost digit of the multiplier, the 

next digit to the left is used with the next partial product shifted one place left. The partial 

products formed are added together. Formation and addition of partial products is continued 

until all digits of the multiplier have been used. 

In multiplication, binary notation presents many advantages, because the binary multi

plication table is reduced to 0 x 0 = 0, 1 x 0 = 0, and 1 x 1 = 1. The largest product of any 

two binary digits is the single binary digit I, and there is no carry in forming a partial product. 
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(A) 
Decimal 

22 Multiplicand 
19 Multiplier 

18 
18 

198 Partial product 
2 

2 

418 Product 

(B) 
Binary 

10110 Multiplicand 
10011 Multiplier 

10110 Partial product 
10110 Shift left and add (1 in multiplier) 

1000010 Partial product 
00000 Shift left (0 in multiplier) 

1000010 Partial product 
00000 Shift left (0 in multiplier) 

01000010 
10110 

110100010 

Partial product 
Shift left and add (1 in multiplier) 

Product 

Figure 14. Multiplication 

Figure l4B shows an example of binary multiplication. It is carried out in the same 

fashion as the decimal example previously discussed except that each step is now simply a 

choice of whether or not to add in the shifted multiplicand. This choice is governed by whether 

or not the multiplier digit is a 1. 

A modification of binary multiplication, helpful for mechanization of the process, is 

shown in Figure 15. The multiplication begins (Step 1) as before with the addition of the multi

plicand (because the rightmost digit of the multiplier is a 1). In Step 2, however, both the 

multiplier and the partial product are shifted one digit to the right instead of the multiplicand 

only being shifted one digit to the left as in Figure l4B. (The rightmost digit of the original 

multiplier is no longer needed and is dropped.) The rightmost digit of the remaining part of 

the multiplier is examined and, in this case, is found to be a 1; therefore, the multiplier is 

again added in directly. This process of shifting multiplier and partial product to the right 

and adding in the multiplicand (without shifting it) if the rightmost digit of the multiplier is a 

1 continues until the entire multiplier has been used (Steps 3, 4, 5). 

10110 

Step 1 10011 ---
10110 

-------
10110 

1001 

Step 2 10110 
10110 

1000010 
-------

10110 
100 

Step 3 1000010 
00000 

1000010 

Multiplicand 
Multiplier 

Partial product 
Step 4 

Multiplicand 
Shifted multiplier 

Shifted partial product 
Add 

Partial product 

Multiplicand Step 5 
Shifted multiplier 

Shifted partial product 

Partial product 

1000010 Partial product 

10110 
10 

Multiplicand 
Shifted multiplier 

1000010 Shifted partial product 
00000 

01000010 Partial product 

10110. Multiplicand 
1 Shifted multiplier 

01000010 Shifted partial product 
10110 Add 

110100010 Product 

Figure 15. Modified Binary Multiplication 
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Since the product of two n-digit numbers can result in a 2n-digit product, some method 

must be provided for handling the right n digits. Although provision can be made for retaining 

them, in general they are insignificant and can be discarded. This process requires the proper 

rounding off of the number. In rounding off, if the last n digits are merely dropped off, the 

remainder will always be less than the complete number. In the course of a problem requiring 

a very large number of multiplications. the bias due to this procedure will become excessive. 

It is desirable to increase by 1 the rightmost digit that is kept if the part of the number discarded 

is greater than a half of this digit. A convenient way of accomplishing this in the decimal system 

is to add 5 to the first digit to be discarded. If this digit is 5 or greater, a I is carried in to the 

rightmost digit of the part of the number saved, then the rest is discarded; if this digit is less 

than 5, no 1 is carried into the rightmost digit of the part of the number saved and as before the 

less significant digits are discarded. This process is illustrated in Figure 16. 

Retain 

217 3 

2 1 7 3 4 

2 1 7 3 5 

-
2 1 7 3 4 4 

5 

9 -2 1 7 3 4 

2 1 7 3 4 

(A) 
Decimal 

Discard 

1 4 8 1 

1 4 8 1 

Figure 16. Roundoff 

1011[011 

rl ° 
1 ° 1 1 

1 1 ° ° 
-

1 ° 1 1 ° ° 1 1 
1 

1 
-

1 ° 1 1 

1 ° 1 I 

(B) 
Binary 

In binary notation a similar process can be used: a 1 is added to the most significant 

digit to be discarded, resulting in a carry if this digit is a 1 and in no carry if it is O. (Figure 

16B.) No provision is made for handling properly the ambiguous case in which the discarded 

part of the number is exactly one half. However, in the multiplication of two 16-digit numbers 

16 of the 32 digits in the product will be discarded; the chances of this 16-digit discard being 

exactly one half are very small. The bias due to this process is equally small and can be neg

lected in most problems. 
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3. 14 Division 

Binary division is carried out by a process of successive subtractions in the same manner 

as decimal division (Figure 17) is carried out on a small desk calculator. The divisor is sub

tracted from the dividend as many times as possible until an overcast (negative remainder) 

appears. In decimal division there are ten possibilities for the number of times the divisor may 

be subtracted from the remainder; in binary division there are only two possibilities (0 or 1). 

The net number of successful subtractions is the appropriate digit of the quotient. After any 

subtraction causing an overcast, the divisor is added in, clearing the overcast, and the remain

der is shifted one digit to the left. The process of subtraction is then repeated. In binary 

division. after an overcast occurs, inste.ad of (1) adding in the divisor, (2) shifting left 1, and 

(3) subtracting the divisor again, it can be shown that this procedure is mathematically equiva

lent to (1) shifting left 1 and (2) adding in the divisor. 

l4Z 

Z8 I 3976 
-Z8 

1176 
-Z8 

-16Z4 
+Z8 

1176 
-Z8 

896 
-Z8 

616 
-Z8 

336 
-Z8 

56 
-Z8 

-2Z4 
+Z8 

56 
-Z8 

Z8 
-28 

o 
-28 

-Z8 
+Z8 

o 

Figure 17. 

Sub. 1 

Pos. rem. 
Sub. Z 

Overcast 
Restore -1 

Shift, 1 net sub. 
Sub. 1 

Pos. rem. 
Sub. Z 

Pos. rem. 
Sub. 3 

Pos. rem. 
Sub. 4 

Pos. rem. 
Sub. 5 

Overcast 
Restore -1 

Shift, 4 net sub. 
Sub. 1 

Pos. rem. 
Sub. Z 

Pos. rem. 
Subtract 3 

Overcast 
Restore -1 

Rem. 0, Z net sub. 

Decimal Division 
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Procedure for Binary Division (Figure 18) 

1. Subtract the divisor from the dividend -- that is, add the l's complement of the 

divisor. 

Z. Perform a carry operation (called "divide carry"). This may involve an end

around carry. 

3. Examine the sign digit (leftmost digit) of the remainder. If sign digit is a 0 

("divide 0"), indicating that the remainder is positive, put a I in the quotient; if a I (lldivide 

1"), indicating that the remainder is negative, put a 0 in the quotient. 

4. Shift the remainder one digit to the left (called "divide shift left"). The digit 

shifted off the leftmost digit position is used to fill in the vacated rightmost digit position. 

This digit is a 1 if the sign of the remainder (leftmost digit) was negative before the shift; 

a 0, if the sign of the remainder (leftmost digit) was positive. (A negative number is as

sumed to have l's extending beyond the last digit, a positive number, O's.) 

5. If the remainder was positive (a 0 in the sign-digit position before the remainder 

was shifted), subtract the divisor from the shifted remainder; if the remainder was negative, 

add the divisor. (To simplify mechanization of binary division, the remainder is shifted 

left and the divisor is added in directly, instead of holding the remainder fixed and shifting 

the divisor right as is done in manual long division. ) 

6. Repeat the above operations, beginning at Z, until the quotient has the same number 

of digits as the dividend. 

Figure 18 is an example of binary division. A divisor and dividend of the same number of 

digits are used because in WWI all numbers have 16 binary digits. Also, the divisor and 

dividend are both positive (0 sign digits) since the computer uses positive numbers during 

divide (if either or both were negative before the operation, they are made positive and sign 

corrections are made afterward). Finally, in WWI the registers cannot hold a number equal 

to or greater than 1; therefore the divisor must always exceed the dividend for a successful 

division. 
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0.10110 

0.10100 10.01110 
1.01011 . (a) Subtract (add l's complement of divisor) 

1.~~1 
1. 11001 

1. 10011 
O. 10100 

dJ30 11 1 

(10.00 III 
'-----" 1 

0.01000 

O. 10000 
1.01011 

1. 11011 
O. 

1. 11011 

1. 10 III 
0.10100 

1. 00011 
1. 1 

(10.01011 
'-----~ 1 

0.01100 

O. 11000 
1.01011 

1. 10011 
1 

clO. 00011 
'-----" 1 

0.00100 

0.01000 
1. 01011 

1. 00011 
1 

1. 10011 

(b) Divide carry 

Divide I (sign digit of remainder was a 1 (negative); 
o in quotient) 

(c) Divide shift left 
(a) Add divisor (overcast has occurred) 

(b) Divide carry 

End-around carry 

Divide 0 (sign digit of remainder was a 0 (positive); 
1 in quotient) 

(c) Divide shift left 
(a) Subtract 

(b) Divide carry 

Divide I (neg. remainder; 0 in quotient) 

(c) Divide shift left 
(a) Add divisor (overcast has occurred) 

(b) Divide carry 

End-around carry 

Divide 0 (pos. remainder; I in quotient) 

(c) Divide shift left 
(a) Subtract 

(b) Divide carry 

End-around carry 

Divide 0 Cpos. remainder; I in quotient) 

(c) Divide shift left 
(a) Subtract 

(b) Divide carry 

Divide 1 (neg. remainder; 0 in quotient) 

Figure 18. Binary Division 

3-9 
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3.15 Sign Control 

To avoid complexity of logic and equipment, the operations of multiplication, division, 

and shifting are actually carried out only with positive numbers in AE. U these operations are 

called for with negative numbers, there 'must be a control which: 

1. Recognizes whether numbers to undergo these operations are positive or negative; 

Z. U numbers are negative, makes them positive; 

3. U numbers have been made positive, remembers whether one or both have been 

adjusted, so that the sign of the answer is corrected accordingly. 

At the commands "AR sign check" and/or "AC sign check," the sign-control FF (seen 

in Figures Z6, 31, and 3Z) "remembers" the indications of sign changes in AR and AC and 

makes any necessary adjustments to the sign of the answer in AC. 

3. 16 Shifting and Cycling 

The process of transferring a number to the right or left within a register (or pair of 

registers) is called shifting and is equivalent to moving the binary point. Thus, shifting right 

is the same as multiplying by negative powers of Z; shifting left is the same as multiplying by 

positive powers of Z. Since WWI can shift only positive numbers, negative numbers are com

plemented to make them positive before shifting occurs. If a number is shifted one digit or 

more to the right, each digit is transferred to the next digit space on the right. The rightmost 

digit is transferred off the register and lost. For each shift right, a single 0 is inserted in the 

vacated digit space to the right of the sign (leftmost) digit. (Note that the sign digit itself is 

not shifted in this operation.) U a number is shifted one digit or more to the left, the digit to . 

the right of the sign digit is transferred off the register and lost. Each shift left vacates the 

rightmost digit space which is allowed to remain blank, tantamount to filling it with the posi

tive digit O. (Note again that the sign digit is not shifted.) Either shifting right or shifting 

left may be extended by any number of digits up to 31 (which with the sign digit equals the total 

register length of AC and BR, specially combined for shifting and cycling in order to handle 

the double-length word stored within the two registers). 

There are two modes of shifting to be distinguished: the operations shift ldt and shift 

right (discussed above) are always performed with positive numbers (negative numbers are 

made positive and their signs later restored as in multiplication and division); however, the 

commands shift left and shift right, as called for with slight alterations in division (divide 

shift left) and multiplication (shift right and carry), will accommodate negative numbers as 

well as positive numbers because the shifted-off digits in these cases are always physically 

carried around and used to fill in the digit spaces vacated at the opposite end of the register. 

(It should be noted that in multiplication and division shifting cannot occur between AC and BR 

since the contents of these registers perform separate functions in the complete operation; all 

shifts take place separately within each register. ) 
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Cycling, except that it is perforzned without regard to sign, is siznilar to shifting left. 

In the cycling operation, the contents of AC, including the sign digit, are transferred to BR 

digit by digit (frozn the left-hand end of AC (AC 0) to the right-hand end of BR (BR 15». At 

each transfer, the leftznost digit of the word in BR (BR 0) znoves into the rightznost position 

of the word in AC (AC 15). 

3.2 Coznputer Procedure for Basic Operations 

In the introduction to this Chapter, certain arithznetic and logical operations were iden

tified as fundaznental to WWI coznputation. The znanner in which the coznputer carries out these 

operations is described below. (The coznplete arithznetic eleznent, where all WWI coznputations 

are perforzned. is shown in Figure 67). 

3.21 Addition 

3.211 Siznple Adder 

Figure 19 shows a siznple binary adder. corresponding to two digits of AC. The digits 

of one of the nuznbers (to be added to) are held in the partial-suzn FF's (FFl, FF2). The digits 

of the second nuznber (to be added in) are transznitted frozn AR on the "add" lines to these FF's. 

(The blocks DE represent the inherent delay of the FF in switching and are shown only in those 

cases where they are logically significant.) When a 1 on the "add" line is added to a 1 in the 

PS FF. a carry signal goes through GT .01 to the carry FF directly above the partial-suzn FF 

in which this addition occurs and the partial-suzn FF is coznpleznented (to 0) after waiting out 

the delay DE. The carry later is added into the partial-sUIIl FF in the digit coluznn to the left 

when the carry line is pulsed. These carry additions znay produce new carries requiring znany 

znore carry additions. However. a systezn called "high-speed carry" has been developed in 

which all row-wise carries are consolidated in one addition. 

TO PARTIAL 
SUM FF OF 
NEXT DIGIT 

CARRY 
FF 

o 
CARRY 

FF 

o 

I 0 I 0 
PARTIAL SUM{ TIAL SUM IPS 

FFI FF 2 

ADD ADD 

Figure 19. Siznple Binary Adder 

CARRY 
LINE 
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3. 212 High-Speed Carry 

It can be seen in Figure 20 that a new carry will be produced only if the carry being added 

to an adjacent partial-sum FF finds this FF already holding a 1. The resulting carry must be 

added to the next adjacent partial-sum FF. In WWI, the original carry digit is allowed to go 

HIGH-SPEED
CARRY DIGIT 

TO LEFT 

DIGIT COLUMN DIGIT COLUMN 

o 
FF 

ADD IN ADD IN 

L- FROM A-REGISTER ----', 

Figure 20. High-Speed Carry 

CARRY LINE 

CARRY FF'S 

HIGH-SPEED
CARRY DIGIT 
FROM RIGHT 

PARTIAL
SUM FF'S 
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past any partial-sum FF's holding l's, cOInpleInenting theIn as it passes, until it reaches and 

is added into a partial-sum FF holding a O. The tiIne-consuIning side trip through each carry 

FF is thus avoided. Figure 20 shows the cOInplete procedure. 

3.213 Clear and Add -- ~ (Figure Zl) 

The purpose of ~ is (1) to clear the accumulator (AC) of any number it Inay hold froIn 

a previous probleIni and (2) to add into AC a new nUInber (the nUInber contained in the storage 

register designated by the address section of the instruction). The sequence of significant 

cOInInands is: 

1. Clear AR (to receive new nUInber froIn storage via the bus). 

2. Read in froIn bus to AR. 

3. Clear AC (which Inight be done at the saIne tiIne as either 1 or 2). 

4. Add (transferring contents of AR into AC). No further cOInInands are necessary. 

BUS ... 
CLEAR AR J 
AR READ IN 

AR 
ADD 

1 

CLEAR AC 
AC 

Figure 21. Clear and Add 
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3. 214 Add - - ad (Figure 22) 

The purpose of ad is to add the number contained in a specified storage register to a 

number already in AC. The sequence of significant commands is: 

1. Clear AR (to receive new number from storage via the bus). 

2. Read in from bus to AR. 

3. Add (contents of AR to AC). 

4. Carry (pulse the carry line once). The sum will then be in the AC partial-sum FF's. 

AC itself will take care of any end-around carries. 

One problem, that of the arithmetic check, still remains. If the sum of the two numbers 

added exceeds unity, the register capacity of the computer will have been exceeded. and the 

computer will recognize the overflow with an overflow alarm. 

5. Arithmetic check for overflow. 

BUS .. -
CLEAR AR 

AR READ IN 
AR 

ADD 

CARRY 
AC 

LEFT-DIGIT 
I-

1 
CARRY 

ARITHMETIC CHECK 
OVERFLOW 

ALARM CONTROL END-AROUND CARRY 

Figure 22. Add, Arithmetic Check 
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This check for overflow is carried out in the following :manner: 

1. If the nu:mbers added together are both positive, the su:m will be positive. If there 

is an overflow, a 1 will appear in the sign-digit space after the carry (which will indicate an 

erroneously negative answer or a nu:mber greater than unity). 

Z. If one nu:mber is positive and the other negative or if positive nu:mbers are sub

tracted, then the su:m can never exceed in :magnitude the larger of the two nu:mbers. These 

nu:mbers are each presu:med to be less than unity; therefore, the su:m can never be greater 

than unity, and an overflow cannot occur. 

3. If both nu:mbers are negative, the su:m should be negative. The l's in the sign digits 

of the negative nu:mbers when su:m:med result in a 0 in the sign digit of AC (the answer) plus a 

carry in this colu:mn (left-digit carry). This 0 sign digit should be replaced by a carry fro:m 

the right to change it to a 1, indicating a correct negative answer. If no such carry appears, 

the sign digit will re:main 0, representing an overflow. 

3. ZZ Subtract - - su (Figure Z3) 

The su operation is the sa:me as ad except that the co:mple:ment of the nu:mber in AR is 

added to the nu:mber in AC. The arith:metic check is the sa:me as for ad. The sequence of 

co:m:mands is: 

1. Clear AR (to receive new nu:mber fro:m storage via the bus). 

Z. Read into AR fro:m bus. 

3. Subtract (adding negative (co:mple:ment) of AR contents to AC). 

4. Carry (pulse the carry line once). 

5. Arith:metic check for overflow. 

BUS .. 
CLEAR AR 

H 
AR READ IN 

AR 
SUBTRACT 

Jl 
CARRY 

AC 

ARITH. CHECK LEFT-DIGIT 

1 OVER- CARRY 
FLOW 

ALARM 
CON-

END-AROUND TROL 
CARRY 

Figure Z3. Subtract; Arith:metic Check 
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3.23 Multiplication 

3. 231 Computer Procedure 

The basic machine essentials for multiplication are shown in Figure 24. The multipli

cand is stored in the A-register (AR), while the multiplier is stored in the B-register (BR). 

The product is built up in the adding unit, the Accumulator (AC). Gate tubes (GT) are provided 

for adding the contents of AR into AC. High-frequency clock pulses (2mc) are supplied at the 

bottom line. If the rightmost digit of the multiplier (BR 15) is a 0, GT 2 will be on and GT 1 

will be off. The first clock pulse then will pass through GT 2 and cause the partial product in 

AC and the multiplier in BR to be shifted one digit to the right. A new multiplier digit will be 

put in the "sensing" position (indicated by crosshatching). 

MULTIPLICAND 

PRODUCT 

--( ... 
MULTIPLIER 

AR 

GT 
ADD 

AC SHIFT 

AC RIGHT 

) 
/ --

BR SHIFT 
RIGHT 

BR 

CLEAR BR 15 

Figure 24. Multiplication 

2-MC 

CLOCK PULSES 
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If the rightmost digit of the multiplier is sensed as a I, GT 1 will be on and GT 2 will 

be off. The first clock pulse will pass through GT 1 and add the contents of AR into AC. This 

pulse after passing GT 1 will also return to the input of the rightmost digit of BR (BR 15), 

changing it from a 1 to a O. The next clock pulse will find GT 2 on and will shift instead of 

add. At each shift of the process, the partial product in AC and the multiplier in BR are shifted. 

The digit which would ordinarily be shifted off AC (AC 15) is put into the now empty space in the 

left-hand end of BR (BR 0). If the multiplier digit is a I, the multiplicand is added to the partial 

product prior to the shift. If the multiplier digit is O. the shift only is performed. 

Central control is used for directly commanding some of the simpler operations such as 

addition and subtraction. More complicated operations such as multiplication may be more 

simply and efficiently commanded by using a separate control as shown in Figure 25. A flip

flop (FF) is used to control a GT fed by 2-mc pulses on its other input. When a multiplication 

is desired, a multiply pulse (command) is sent into this FF, which sets it to a 1, turning on 

the GT and sending high-frequency clock pulses to the gate-tube combination (GT 1 and GT 2) 

previously mentioned in Figure 24 for performing the successive additions and shifts of the 

multiplication. A counter stops the additions and shifts when the multiplication is complete. 

At each shift, this counter is indexed one point. Although ,the number of additions varies accor

ding to the number of l's and O's in the multiplier, the number of shifts is constant for any 

multiplica tion. 

BR 
DIGIT 

SHIFT AND 
CARRY (TO ACl 

ADD (TO 

ADD GT'S IN ARl 

SHIFT RIGHT ADD TO COUNTER 
(TO BR) 

CLEAR BR 15 

r------------+------------~ GTI 

IS r0'--_____ ~ 

GT 

2-MC 
CLOCK PULSES 

Figure 25. Multiplication Control 

(SHIFT) 

COUNTER 
END CARRY 

SET (SHIFT) COUNTER 

MULTIPLY 
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When the counter is full, it will send an overflow (end-carry) pulse down to the FF, which will 

set it to O. turning off the clock-pulse GT and stopping the multiplication. The counter has 

been set so that the multiplication operation will be stopped after all digits of the multiplier 

have been shifted to the rightmost position and sensed. 

3.232 Multiply and Round Off -- I.!!! (Figure 26) 

In the ~ operation, the number held in a specified storage register is to be multiplied 

by the number in AC. The product is to be rounded off to a single register length, the insig

nificant digits being discarded. 

The multiplication operation is outlined in Section 3.231. The multiplicand will be in 

AR when received from the bus. The multiplier should be in BR and must be transferred there 

from AC. 

CLEAR AR 

AR READ IN 

AR SIGN CHECK 
AC SIGN CHECK 
PRODUCT SIGN 

CLEAR AC 

AC READ TO BR 

CARRY 

J ~FROM BUS 

AR 
AR COMPLEMENT 

LEFT DIGIT I , 
SIGN LEFT DIGIT I 

CONTROL 

~~~A~D~D~ ______________ , 

LEFT-DIGIT CARRY 

I OVERFLOW l--
CONTROL I 

AC 

BR 

SHIFT Et CARRY 

SHIFT RIGHT 

o FROM BR 15 

I FROM BR 15 

~C~L~E!:'A.!.!R_B~R,,-__ -+ ______ --,' f CLEAR BR 15 

ROUND OFF 

END-AROUND CARRY 

Figure 26. Multiply and Round Off 

MULTIPLY 

CONTROL 

1 
2-MC 

MULTIPLY CLOCK 

PULSES 
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The initial commands are: 

1. Clear AR and BR (to prepare them for receiving multiplicand and multiplier). 

Z. Read in from bus to AR (putting multiplicand in AR). 

3-19 

Before transferring the multiplier from AC to BR, consider the problem of the multi

plication of negative numbers. The multiplication process that has been described is only for 

positive numbers. The product of negative numbers represented in the l's complement becomes 

very complicated. For this reason AE is designed to multiply positive numbers only. Negative 

numbers are changed to positive numbers prior to a multiplication, and the sign of the product 

is changed after the operation if necessary. 

The further commands in preparation for a multiplication are: 

3. AC sign check (to check sign of multiplier: make negative number positive; note the 

"left-digit I" line going from AC to sign control and the AC complement line going from sign 

control to AC to make AC positive in case it was negative). 

4 .. AC Read to BR (transferring positive multiplier from AC to BR). 

5. Clear AC (ready for product). 

6. AR sign check (to check sign of multiplicand; make negative number positive; note 

the "left-digit I" line going from AR to sign control and the AR complement going from sign 

control to AR to make AR positive in case it was negative). 

7. Multiply (and set step counter). 

When the proper number of steps have been performed (IS for the l6-digit WWI), the 

step counter (associated with multiplication control) puts out an end-carry pulse which stops 

the operation. 

The original multiply pulse (command) which was also fed to multiplication control 

stopped the flow of clock pulses to the time-pulse distributor in central control. The rest of 

the computer has been waiting during the high-frequency part of the operation. The end-carry 

pulse from the step counter not only stops the high-frequency clock pulses to multiplication 

control but also turns on the time-pulse distributor of central control, restarting the main 

part of the computer. 

The contents of AC do not as yet constitute the final product. There may be some 

carries left in the carry flip-flops, since only single carries have been performed. The next 

commands are then: 

8. Carry (high speed). 

9. Round off. 

10. Clear BR. 

11. Product sign (and complement AC if necessary; note the "left-digit I" line going 

from AC to sign check and the AC complement line going from sign control to AC to adjust 

sign of product in AC). 
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3. 233 Shift (right) and Carry (Figure 27) 

The accumulator must be able to shift right, not only because of the general value of 

this operation, but also because it is a basic part of the multiplication procedure. A special 

modification of shift right, very valuable in reducing multiplication time, consists of the single

carry and shift-right commands performed simultaneously with only one setting of the AC partial

sum and carry flip-flops. 

With subcommand shift-and-carry, the new contents of the partial-sum and carry flip

flops of any digit column following a single carry are determined by the prior contents of the 

same partial-sum FF and the carry FF of the next digit to the right. This is so because the 

contents of the carry FF are added to the partial-sum FF, the sum of the two determining the 

contents of the digit following the carry. 

Following both the shift and the carry, the contents of any digit column are completely 

determined by the original contents of the same carry FF and the partial-sum FF in the next 

digit column on the left. 

The system for shift (right) and carry, shown in abbreviated form in Figure 27, is also 

satisfactory for simple shift right in which the carries are all 0 's. 

O· 
FF.02 CARRY FF 

o 
} 

TO PS FF 

IN DIGIT 
~--~----------------~~~~----------~~~. TO RIGHT 

__ S_H_I F_T __ &_' _C_A_R_R_Y ______ -+-____ ----+-----------.... TO DIGIT 
ON RIGHT 

o 
FF .01 

PARTIAL-SUM FF 

Figure 27. Shift and Carry 

Note that if both partial sum 
and, carry FF' s hold a 1, a 
o goe s to the right and the 1 
is left in the carry FF. 
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In addition to its use in the operation~, the COIIlInand "shift left, " Figure 28, is used 

in division ("divide shift left"). No circuit change is required for shifting left in division, as 

opposed to the case of shifting right in multiplication (in which the command "shift right and 

carry" necessitates additional elements for the carry process). 

TO DIGIT 
ON LEFT 

o 

SHIFT LEFT 

DE 

} 
FROM DIGIT 

1--____ -=.0___ ON RIGHT 

DIGIT COLUMN DIGIT COLUMN 

Figure 28. Shift Left 

3. 24 Division 

Before the computer procedure for divide is explained, several points discussed briefly 

in Section 3. 14 (the arithmetic of the divide operation) must be expanded. 

3.241 Divide-Error Alarm 

It was stated that the computer cannot hold numbers equal to or greater than 1; therefore, 

the divisor must be larger than the dividend. Although it is up to the programmer to see that 

such a situation is the actual case, it is quite conceivable that two numbers might be used, the 

results of intermediate operations, whose relative magnitudes could not be a?-ticipated accur

ately every time. If the case arose where the divisor were smaller than the dividend, the 

division process would proceed along satisfactorily, but the answer would indicate an overflow 

had occurred. It is more desirable to anticipate this overflow than to allow the improper di

vision to be completed, since an alarm due to an overflow in division would then be not imme

diately distinguishable from an alarm due to an overflow in addition or subtraction. 

Accordingly, the method used in WWI is to examine the result of the first subtraction 

of the divisor from the dividend. If the remainder is positive, the dividend is greater than the 

divisor and an overflow will occur if the division is allowed to finish. Instead, the machine is 
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:made to stop at the start of such a division with a divide-error alar:m. The presence of a 0 in 

the sign-digit position of the re:mainder in AC after the first subtraction indicates to the divide

error alar:m circuit that a positive re:mainder exists and that an i:mproper division has been 

a tte:mpted. 

3. 242 Divide Control 

An exa:mination of Figure 18 will indicate that there are two procedures continually but 

alternately required in the arith:metic of division: divide carry and divide shift left. For any 

operation in the co:mputer where repetitive procedures :must be carried out, it is :more efficient 

to co:m:mand the:m fro:m a control specifically for the purpose rather than fro:m central control. 

Hence the arith:metic of the divide operation is co:m:manded by a Divide Control, Figure 29. 

At the co:m:mand, divide, fro:m ..central control, the TPD in central control stops, and divide 

control takes over. I-MC 
CLOCK PULSES 

DIVIDE CARRY 
DIVIDE-

DIVIDE 
PULSE 

DIVIDE SHIFT DISTRIBUTOR 
LEFT 

FF 

ADD TO SC 

STEP COUNTER 

Figure 29. Divide Control 

Figure 30 shows that a pulse distributor in divide control distributes alternately the 

subco:m:mands, divide carry and divide shift left. 

ADD 
JAR (DIVISORll SUBTRACT 

DIVIDE 0 
...,.-AC 0 (SIGN DIGIT) 

I 0 TO LEFT I I AC(DIVIDENDl t I DIVIDE DIVIDE 
(REM:INDERl I TO LEFT I CJONTROLI .... ..::..:...;O'==---

I DIVIDE CARRY 

DIVIDE I I 

DIVIDE SHIFT LEFT 

I TO BR 15 

IBR (QUOTIENT) L 0 TO BR 15 !II 

I I 
* Note that the line "0 to BR 15" is actually nonexistent because BR 15 is a 0 unless l's are 

shifted into it by "Divide 0"; it is shown here to co:mplete the theoretical logic. 

Figure 30. Mechanized Arith:metic of Division 
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The arithmetic of division (Figure 18) also requires the subcommand add or subtract after the 

divide carry and divide shift left. These subcommands are directly dependent upon and actually 

emanate from the sign-digit position of the remainder in AC. Note that in Figure 31 a positive 

remainder (divide 0) will command a subtract and a negative remainder (divide 1) will command 

an add. The divide pulse distributor is timed so that after this add or subtract subcommand it 

then commands the divide carry and divide shift left. Of course, the sign of the remainder in 

AC also indicates whether the division was successful or not (whether a I or a 0 is put into the 

quotient in BR). and it is the sign digit which is shifted off the left end of AC and filled into the 

right end of AC at the subcommand divide shift left. 

One more thing should be noted concerning the divide-shift-Ieft subcommand: it does 

not cause a shift from BRO to AC15; there is no connection whatever between AC and BR as 

there is in a conventional shift-left procedure. 

The step counter (see Figure 29), indexed with each divide-shift-left pulse, keeps track 

of the progress of the arithmetic and will send an end carry to divide control to stop the division 

arithmetic, and to central control to restart the TPD, when the division arithmetic is complete. 

3. 243 Computer Procedure 

The division operation begins with the dividend already in AC (as the result of some 

earlier operation). The divisor is brought into AR from a specified storage register via the 

bus. The necessary equipIDent for the operation is shown in Figure 31. 

BUS .. 

CLEAR AR ~V 
AR READ IN 
SUBTRACT 
SUBTRACT -. AR 

ADD 

AR CONPLEN'NT '1f AC SIGN CHECK 
SIGN 

LEFT DIGIT I 
AR SIGN CHECK CONTROL LEFT DIGIT I 16 
PRODUCT SIGN AC COMPLEMENT ! I II DIVIDE L DIVIDE 

CLEAR AC 
CONTROl:! 

DIVIDE SHIFT LEFT ~ DIVIDE CARRY 

DIVIDE I AC 
ITO LEFT 

TO ALARM INDI-
DIVIDE-

DIVIDE 0 o TO LEFT 
CATOR PANEL ERROR 

I ALARM 
ADD 
SUBTRACT I TO BR 15 

DIVIDE SHIFT LEFT 
DIVIDE CARRY 

Figure 31. Divide Operation 
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The sequence of cOIIlIIlands is: 

1. Clear AR (prior to receiving the divisor from the bus). 

2. Read into AR from the bus (putting the divisor in AR). 

As in multiplication, it is more convenient to operate with positive numbers only. The 

divisor and dividend are made positive, and the desired sign of the quotient stored in the sign

control FF (see Section 3.232): 

3. AC sign check (to check sign of dividend in AC and make negative AC positive). 

4. AR sign check (to check sign of divisor in AR and make negative AR positive). 

S. Subtract. (This first subtraction in the division procedure must be commanded by 

central control since divide control which is to take over on the next command, divide, presumes 

that a subtract (or an add) has already taken place when it puts out its first subcommand, divide 

carry. It is the result of this first subtraction that is sensed by the divide-error alarm circuits 

for an improper division.) 

6. Divide. (On this command from central control, command is transferred to divide 

control which initiates the divide subcommands discussed in Section 3. 242. ) 

When the arithmetic of division is complete, command is given back to central control: 

7. Clear AC. (After the division arithmetic is completed, AC will hold a remainder 

including possible carries. The contents of AC are worthless and may be cleared. It is nece

ssary to clear AC to assure at least the sign digit's being 0 prior to the command "Product 

Sign. II) 

8. Product Sign. (The product-sign pulse now gives the proper sign belonging to the 

quotient in BR to AC since BR of itself does not have provision for maintenance of a sign indi

cation. ) 

The division process is now complete. The quotient (with one extra digit for roundoff 

purposes) is in BR and the sign of the quotient is in AC. A quotient in BR is, however, inac

cessible to any further operations. Therefore at some time the quotient must be shifted from 

BR into AC where it will be accessible. At that time it will take its sign automatically from 

AC, which has been adjusted properly as a result of the product-sign command to AC (Section 

3.25). This shifting of the quotient from BR into AC is accomplished by a separate instruction 

(shift left IS and round off), which must always follow a divide instruction in the program. 

3.2S Shift Right -- II (Figure 32) 

In the ~ operation, the contents present in AC and BR as the result of some previous 

operation are shifted to the right. The digits shifted off AC are put into the left end of BR, 

hence the l-to-right, O-to-right lines from AC to BR in Figure 32. The digits shifted off BR 

are simply lost; zeros are inserted in the vacated left end of AC. (To simplify the corrections 

necessary for the shifting of negative numbers, the numbers are made positive prior to shift

ing and their sign corrected after shifting.) Following the shift the number is rounded off and 

BR is cleared. 
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BUS 

1t 
5 RIGHT 

AR 

J • SHIFT 
RIGHT 

AC SIGN CHECK 
AC CONPLENENT l1? SHIFT I 

PRODUCT SIGN J C;~~~OL L LEFT DIGIT I t 16 ONTROL! 

AC SHIFT a CARRY 
LEFT- DIGIT CARRY 

• AC 
ARITH CHECK r--

IOVERFLowl ~ ARITH -CHECK CONTROL END-AROUND CAR IY 
ALARM 

ROUND OFF I TO RIGHT 
o TO RIGHT 

BR ROUNDOFF CARRY 
BR CLEAR 

BR SHIFT RIGHT 

Figure 3Z. Shift Right 

Information as to the number of places to be shifted is given in the address section of 

the sr instruction. The "address" is always sent to both the step counter and the storage switch. 

The step counter is thus properly set to count the number of shifts. The storage switch is also 

set to the "address" (equal to the number of shifts desired), but no harm is done since the stor

age register selected by the storage switch is not read. When the step counter is to be used 

with some operation other than shifting, it is reset to the desired quantity. When the step 

counter is not used, its contents are irrelevant. 

Assuming that the step counter has been previously set from the bus by the address 

section of the instruction to the number of digit shifts desired, the sequence of commands is: 

1. AC sign check (changing sign of number in AC to positive if necessary). It is not 

necessary to change the sign of BR, since its number is always obtained as the result of some 

operation involving only numbers whose signs have been made positive. In correcting for sign 

following these shifting operations, the contents of AC only are changed, not those of BR. The 

sign of the number in AC is assumed to belong to the quantity in BR. In BR, therefore, a neg

ative number is represented by its absolute magnitude plus sign -- that of AC. The contents of 

BR will be adjusted for sign to that of AC only when and if BR is shifted into AC for further use. 

Z. Shift right. 

The shift control, Figure 33, now takes over, the TPD in central control having been 

stopped, and produces the subcommands necessary for proper functioning of the shift operation: 
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AC shift (right) and carry (the carries are al1 OIS), BR shift right. 

The step counter will count the number of shifts. When the desired number have been 

counted, the step counter will produce an end carry, which will shut off the supply of high

frequency clock pulses to the shift control. The end carry will also restart the TPD in central 

control as after the mu1t~plication and division operations. 

3. Round off. (The round-off pulse will add 1 to the high-speed-carry input of AC 15 

if BR 0 is a l. 

addition. ) 

The high-speed-carry system will take care of any carries resulting from this 

4. Arithmetic Check (for overflow due to round off). 

Product sign. (Corrects sign of AC if necessary.) 5. 

6. Clear BR. (The contents of BR are worthless following the round off. ) 

AC SHIFT lit CARRY 

BR SHI FT RIGHT 

BUS 

ADD TO se 

FF 

END CARRY 

SC PRESET 
ACCORDING 
TO NUMBER 
OF SHIFTS 
DESIRED 

Figure 33. Simplified Shift Control 

2·MC CLOCK PULSES 

.SHIFT RIGHT 

.. 
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3. 26 Transfer to Storage - - ts (Figure 34) 

The ts operation sends the contents of AC out onto the bus, from which they are sent 

to a storage register designated by the address section of the instruction. 

AC is not cleared, because its contents may be of immediate as well as future use. 

A number sent into magnetic storage (MS) must go through PAR. Therefore, an order to 

read in from the bus to PAR must be given, followed by the order to write the information in 

PAR into MS. 

The sequence of commands is: 

1. Pulse the to-bus line on AC, sends number in AC onto bus. 

2. Read in from bus to PAR (PAR in) if MS, or Read in from bus to TS (TS in). (Choice 

made by Storage Selection Control, Section 5. 4.) 

3. MS write (according to PAR contents). 

BUS 

TO BUS 

MS WRITE 

Figure 34. Transfer to Storage 
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4. CHECKING 

4. 1 General Considerations 

The need for checking any sort of calculations is iIIlInediately evident, as a body of 

results is worthless unless some guarantee of accuracy exists. This is particularly true for 

computing machines where the amount of calculation may be enormous and the slightest mis

take anywhere may destroy the answer. 

Furthermore, under optimum conditions the computer must check itself, since the body 

of computation is apt to be too large to be checked efficiently by any other means. Nor would 

the purpose of the machine be served if any appreciable amount of computation within its capa

bilities devolved upon the operator. In addition, the computer must check itself while in oper

ation in order to discover errors as they occur and prevent previous correct results from 

being disturbed. 

Checking methods applied by the machine fall into two classes: 

1. Built-in checks: arithmetic check, transfer check, and parity check 

Z. Programmed checks: spot check, mathematical check, check instruction, and 

marginal checking. 

4. Z Arithmetic Checks: Overflow and Divide-Error 

It is possible for the operator as well as the machine to make mistakes. As discussed 

in Section 1. 3Z, the scale factor must be set by the operator so as to be consistent and to keep 

every number for computer consideration within the finite register length of the machine. Since 

it may be difficult to place a reasonable upper bound on some of the partial results of a com

plicated problem, the operator may make the error of allowing some number to exceed or over

flow register capacity. Under the circumstances, the machine must recognize the overflow and 

stop the computation to allow a correction to be made; otherwise the value of the computation 

will be destroyed. A divide operation must be stopped if the divisor is less than the dividend; 

in such a case, the quotient would be greater than 1 and overflow the register. 

4. 3 Transfer Check 

The single bus system transmits all words {numbers and instructions} between elements 

of the computer. These elements are connected to the bus by sets of gate tubes, any of which 

may be "on" or "off" as required. Ever-present possible sources of error are the failure of a 

gate tube to transmit a digit. the loss of a digit by reason of intermittent or permanent failure 

of the bus, or the generation of a spurious pulse. 

For these reasons and as a practical expedient, those bus transfers common to all op

erations are checked by reading the words from the receiving element back into the bus to a 

special register reserved for checking purposes. This register has already received the 

original word via an entirely different bus and gate-tube system. Failure of the two words to 

coincide will halt further operations. This transfer-check system also checks flip-flop per

formance in the receiving element. 
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4. 4 Parity Check 

The parity of a binary word is the oddness or evenness of the sum of its digits. Since 

it can be safely assumed .that only single errors are probable within anyone word, the parity 

check or MS check indicates whether the parity of a word as stored for each MS register is 

the same as the parity of the word as read for that register. 

4.5 Spot Check 

The spot check is of value only in finding steady-state failures. This check consists 

largely of previously set up check sequences and complete check problems to be performed 

during maintenance time or to be programmed by the operator for inclusion in any given prob

lem. Spot checking is usually done only in conjunction with marginal checking (q. v.). 

4.6 Mathematical Check 

This is a smoothness check on results, check by repetition of problems using different 

mathematical methods, or a special check designed for the particular problem being considered. 

The computer carries out the calculations necessary to the check in accordance with a program 

prepared by the operator. 

4.7 Check Instruction 

Spot checks and mathematical checks can be more easily performed if a means is pro

vided for stopping the computer when a .calculated result is not identical with a known result 

(in the case of a spot check) or with a previously calculated result (in the case of a mathematical 

check). The check instruction performs such a check, when programmed, by a process of com

parison, as in a transfer check. 

4.8 Marginal Checking 

Whirlwind I has been designed primarily for applications which involve real time, in 

which an error can cause considerable damage in the real world (for example, civilian air

traffic control). Whirlwind I uses a marginal-checking scheme (with spot-check techniques) 

for detecting deteriorating components before they can cause errors. But since a spot check 

finds only steady failures, a voltage-variation system raises or lowers supply voltages in any 

one of several-hundred isolated sections of the machine to the point where steady failures occur. 

Failures are indicated by errors in a special test program performed repeatedly by the com

puter at the same time as the voltage is varied. The difference in voltage between normal value 

and failure value indicates the operating margin. If the margin for a particular section remains 

constant from day to day, it is assumed that no components in that section of the computer are 

deteriorating toward a point which would cause failure. Special switching equipment allows all 

sections to be tested automatically. 
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5. MAGNETIC-CORE STORAGE* 

One recent development which is significantly raising the reliability of today' s high

speed automatic digital computer is the multicoordinate magnetic-core memory, or storage. 

Two banks of 32 by 32 by 17 magnetic-core storage have been in full-time operation in the 

Whirlwind I Computer for some months. A description of the units and of the tests and 

operational data available on them will be preceded by a short review of the operating prin

ciples of this type of storage. 

5 1 0 . P' . I 1** . peratlng nnclp es 

Each binary digit is stored in the magnetic field of a small, ring-shaped, ferromagnetic 

core. Two aspects of the core' s ~ectangular flux-current characteristic are utilized: 

a. The flux remanence of the core is utilized for the storage operation;Z 

b. The extreme nonlinearity of the flux-current characteristic is utilized to advantage 
. hi' t' 3,4 In t e se ectlon opera Ion. 

Fig. 35 shows the flux-current loop for a ferrite core. The remanent flux points are 

arbitrarily designated as ZERO and ONE. Note that the loop is sufficiently nonlinear so that 

the application of I /Z cannot switch the core, whereas the full I can. Fig. 36 illustrates m m 
how this nonlinearity may be used to select one core out of many by the coincidence of two 

half-currents in a Z-coordinate scheme. The extension to three coordinates may be accom

plished by stacking planes like those of Fig. 36 behind each other and connecting respective 

x and y coordinate lines in common as shown for x 2 and y 1 in Fig. 37. 

The application of a half current to the coordinate X z results in the half excitation of 

a "selection plane" through the "volume." The same is true for the coordinate y l' and the 

result is full-current excitation of the line of cores at the intersection of these two selection 

planes. The internal storage for a parallel-type machine might well resemble Fig. 37, and 

the selected line of cores might well represent the selected storage register, or word. A 

read-out or sensing winding threaded through every core in each z plane, or digit plane, would 

bring out the signal representing the stored digit. This part of the read operation is destruc

tive, and the word must be rewritten. 

For the rewrite part of the cycle the selection technique remains the same, except 

that the half currents on the selection planes are now in the write polarity, which would result 

in the writing of ONE's into all the cores of the selected register; this writing is controllable 

for each z, or digit, plane by the use of a digit-plane winding on which may be applied a half 

current of an effective polarity opposite to the write currents. The presence of this "inhibit" 

current in any digit during the write operation leaves a ZERO; absence of the inhibit current 

* Sections 5.1-5.3 have been reproduced from a talk given by W. N. Papian at the Joint 

Eastern Computer Conference in Washington, D. C., December 8, 1953. 

** Superscripts refer to similarly numbered entries in the Bibliography at the end of this 

section. 
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Figure 36. Two-Coordinate Array 

Figure 37. Three-Coordinate Write 
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leaves a ONE. 

R. R. Everett of MIT has shown that these techniques may be extended into any number 

of coordinates but that the Z-coordinate read and 3-coordinate write system just described is 

one of the most desirable for the Whirlwind type of machine. 

5. Z Description of Whirlwind I Storage 

The capacity of each storage bank is IOZ4 registers, with 16 digits (plus I parity digit) 

per register. The basic operating mode, or cycle, consists of setting the storage-address 

register to the new address and applying the read-current pulses, followed by the write cur

rents for rewriting the information just removed. The information is stored in a storage

buffer register. The speed of the machine may be judged from the timiug diagram (Fig. 38). 

Note that the read-rewrite time, or cycle time, is approximately 9 microseconds (recently 

reduced to 8 microseconds) and that there are no restraints on how frequently this cycle may 

be applied to the storage. It is capable, therefore, of a basic repetition rate of over 100 kilo

cycles per second. Note also that the information can be available to the machine approxi

mately Z microseconds from the beginning of the cycle. 

MEMORY 
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REGISTER 

- / 

X AND Y 

SELECTION 

PLANES 
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t ~WRITEJ 
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,- --- -- '\ 
" INHIBIT _L l!p.W. D\ I ----- -- '--
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Figure 38. Storage Cycle 
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5.2.1 Block Schematic 

Fig. 39 is a simplified block schematic of one bank of core storage. Each half of the 

binary address in the address register is translated to a l-out-of-32. selection by a crystal

diode matrix and sets up a pair of "AND" gates for x and a pair for y. The read flip-flop 

forms a 1. 5-microsecond pulse and sends it to the two selected read drivers which supply the 

O. 45-ampere currents to two selection planes. The output signal voltages from each digit 

plane are amplified in the sense amplifiers and applied to "AND" gates which are strobed at 

the optimum time by a short (0. I-microsecond) pulse. Pulses representing ONE's then go 

off to set the buffer register to the just-extracted number. At the end of the read currents 

the rewrite part of the cycle starts in the same manner, except that the write currents have 

to be safely overlapped by the inhibit currents at those digit planes where ZERO's are to be 

written. This is accomplished by having the "on" time of the inhibit flip-flop overlap slightly 

that of the write flip-flop. Short (I-microsecond) currents may be applied to all digit planes 

after the rewrite; they are called post-write disturb (PWD) currents and are used to improve 

the ONE-to-ZERO signal ratios under certain conditions. The PWD flip-flop forms this pulse 

and applies it to all 17 of the digit-plane drivers through "OR" inputs. 
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Figure 39. Magnetic-Core Storage System (Simplified) 
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5.22 The Cores 

The cores are made of General Ceramics material MF-l326B . The first bank contains 

their core size F-291 which has an outside diameter of 90 mils. A smaller core was used in 

the second bank; this is F-394, 80 mils in outside diameter . Singl~· -turn switching currents 

a re approximately 950 and 850 milliamperes respectively, and single-turn output voltages (at 

optimum strobe time) are about 0.1 volt . Switching time, under these conditions, is approx

imately 1.2 microseconds. 

One of the largest problems in the building of a memory of this type is the procurement 

of large numbers of uniform cores. Core selection was made on the basis of a series of pulse 

tests, approximately four per core, and resulted in a yield for the first bank of approximately 

30 per cent of those shipped to us by the producer. (Yields have been improving materially 

since this first run.) The selection criterion was fundamentally that of an upper and lower 

limit on the voltage output from each core when the core was excited by a sequence of current 

pulses devised to resemble computer operation. Fig. 40 shows typical output-voltage pulse 

shapes, the nominal limits within which cores were considered acceptable, and the strobe time 

at which these amplitudes were taken. The horizontal limit lines are at 90 and 120 millivolts, 

total pulse length is about 1. 2 microseconds, and the vertical line showing the strobe time is 

about 0.5 microsecond from the start of the pulse. 

Figure 40. Test Core Outputs 

5 . 23 Basic-Circuit Types 

The read and write currents for the selection planes of the storage are supplied direct

ly from vacuum-tube plates . A single type-6080 vacuum tube, with its sections paralleled, is 

used to drive a given selection plane in the read direction. Another such tube drives the same 

plane in the write direction. The control grids of the 6080's are driven through 6BL7 ampli

fiers from the crystal-matrix output lines. The cathodes of all of the 6080 tubes in the x-read 

group are connected together, then through a large resistor t6 a negative-voltage supply. The 

cathodes of the three other groups of 6080' s (x-write, y-read, y-write) are all connected in a 

similar manner . Each group of cathodes is normally held at a relatively high potential by a 

power amplifier and is allowed to drop at the proper time . Thus, each 6080 acts not only as 

a cathode follower but as the logical "AND" gate shown separately in Fig . 39 . The large amount 
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of degeneration caused by the high common-cathode resistor compensates for nonuniformity 

and aging changes in the characteristics of the tubes . As a result, selection-plane currents 

remain within very close limits (plus or minus 2 or 3 per cent). 

The digit-plane driver consists of a 6080 dual triode driven from two amplifier stages 

and incorporating sufficient negative feedback from the output to the input to keep the current 

amplitude within plus or minus 3 per cent over expected tube, component, and power-supply 

variations. 

The output signal from the sensing, or read-out, winding is linearly amplifier from the 

100-millivolt level up to approximately a 3D-volt level in a single-sided, a-c coupled, wide

band feedback amplifier . The signal is then rectified and applied to the suppressor grid of a 

7AK7 gate tube on a bias level of about 30 volts. The control grid of the gate tube is pulsed 

with a O. I-micro s econd pulse at the optimum moment so that a " standard" Whirlwind pulse 

issues from the gate to indicate when a ONE is being read . 

5 . 24 L a yout and Packaging 

A finished storage plane is shown in Fig . 41. The frame's outside dimens ions are ap

proximately 9 . 5 by 9 . 5 inches . All the windings consist of 32-gauge magnet wire with quadruple

Forme x insulation . Fig . 42 shows the cores and wires in some detail . The x and y pairs run 

v e rtica lly and horizontally, the sense winding runs along the diagonals, and the digit-plane 

Figure 41. 32 - by-32 Plane Figure 42 . Closeup of 32-by-32 Plane 
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winding runs horizontally (but is obscured in the shadow around the y pair s ). Wiring time for 

one plane was about one man-week, including an intermediate test and final inspection. The 

intermediate test was p erformed when all the cores and x and y wires were in place but before 

the digit-plane and sense windings were installed; core replacement is relatively easy at thi s 

point. The test consisted of applying a sequence of current pulses to a give n x line and observ

ing the response of each of the 32 cores on that line by manually stepping the observing-scope 

probe from one y line to the next. This test was repeated for subsequent x line s, until the 

1024 cores were completed. Cores which displayed abnormally high or low outputs were marked 

for replacement . About 1 core per plane was replaced . 

The 17 finished planes were mounted in a stack or array as shown in Fig . 43 . Plane

to-plane connections are made by means of the vertical busses soldered into the slotted lugs. 

Digit-plane and sense-winding connections were made from the same corner of each plane to 

a mounting board of connectors for coaxial connection to another rack . Selection-plane-driving 

connections fan out horizontally at the top and bottom of the array . It takes 3 to 4 hours to re

place either the entire array or any single plane. 

Figure 43. Array of Assembled Planes Mounted in Stall 
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Fig. 43 includes a view of part of the four-posted stall, or rack, in which the array is 

mounted. The Whirlwind I magnetic-core storage is shown in Fig. 44. Selection-plane-driver 

panels are mounted on the four faces of each stall with tubes pointing outward. Visible in each 

stall above and below the selection-plane-driver panels are the two crystal-matrix switches. 

The general arrangement is such that temperature-sensitive components, such as cores and 

crystal diodes, are inside the stall, and large heat-dissipating components, such as tubes, are 

on the outside. 

The sense amplifiers and digit-plane drivers are in plug-in chassis stacked in vertical 

racks next to the stall s. 

5. 3 Tests and Performance 

Ultimate judgment on the reliability of this particular core storage must rest on its 

performance over the next year or two. Tentative evaluation may be made, however, from 

observations of performance during the 4 months that one bank operated in the Digital Com

puter Laboratory's Memory Test Computer and the 3 months of 2-bank operation in Whirlwind L 

In addition, much may be determined from the results of tests made on the core storage to as

certain its tolerance to variations in the parameters significant to its operation. 

5.31 Parameter Variations 

Many conditions, or parameters, affect the operation of a core memory; driving cur

rents (x, y. read, write, inhibit, and disturb), sense-amplifier gains, strobe time, ambient 

temperature, memory-information pattern, and repetition rate are good examples. These 

parameters are not all equally significant or equally easy to manipulate, and so some of them 

have, as yet, been examined in only a cursory manner. Because sense-amplifier gains have 

a simple, nearly linear, effect on operation they were adjusted and held at one setting during 

the tests. Ambient temperature is expected to be held within close tolerances in any operating 

machine, and a fair amount of information is available on the subject from the core-testing 

work; temperature was not controlled during the tests but recorded readings were kept. 

Memory-information pattern ano. repetition rate were controllable to some degree by the pro

gram being run; a program which seemed to give the most adverse pattern and rate was designed 

and used during most of the testing. 

The tests were made on the Memory Test Computer, a high-speed, l6-digit, parallel 

machine of the Whirlwind type. The machine has a parity checking system which computes 

whether each 16-digit word to be stored contains an odd or an even number of ONE's, stores 

the result of this "parity count" in the 17th digit, recomputes the count when the word is read 

out,. and rings an alarm if the result does not check with the contents of the 17th digit. Although 

major reliance was placed on parity checking for detecting storage malfunction, there was also 

some programmed identity checking used~ 

The bias bounds of the sense gates' suppressor grids were chosen as a very convenient 

measure of the quality of the storage output. The upper bound {least bias} is the point at which 
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Figure 44 . Cor e Storage in WWI 
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errors occur because the gate is mistaking the largest ZERO output for a ONE; at the lower 

bound (most bias) errors occur because the gate mistakes the smallest ONE output for a ZERO. 

The bias difference, in volts, is a direct measure of the voltage difference at strobe time be

tween the smallest ONE and the largest ZERO. 

Fig. 45 shows the bias bounds for all 17 sense gates as a function of the selection-plane 

driving-current amplitudes (x, y, read, and write). The program used was the so-called 

"inchworm" in which 16 words of instructions "bootstrap" themselves around the 1014 registers 

of the memory. The ambient temperature was recorded at approximately 88 degrees Fahren

heit, about 15 degrees higher than what is now believed to be optiznuzn. Two curves are shown, 

one for digit-plane currents set at 400 milliamperes and the other at 450 znilliamperes. The 

enclosed areas indicate how much the safe operating point of the storage bank may wander; 

recent circuit and adjustment improvements have enlarged these enclosed areas soznewhat. 
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Figure 45. Bias Bounds versus Drive Currents 
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Fig. 46 shows the bias bounds as a function of the timing of the strobe pulse. Tizne is measured, 

on this graph, from the instant the read flip-flop is pulsed by the start read pulse. The three 

curves are for the three values of selection-plane driving current, two extreznes and one near op

timum. A wide operating region is again indicated. 
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5.3Z Computer Operation 

The first bank. of core storage has been in use in Whirlwind since mid-August 1953, the 

second since 5 September. There has been a steady improvement in their operation as the 

installation, which was an extremely hurried one, has been gradually cleaned up and made per

manent and, also, as the process of debugging these relatively new equipments proceeded. The 

two banks have not quite been brought to an equal degree of reliability; this may be due, in part, 

to the fact that the cores in the first bank were not selected as carefully as those in the second 

so that output ONE/ZERO ratios are not as large. The demands on the Whirlwind computer are 

heavy, and only a few hours a month are available for further development work on its storage. 

Parity alarms occurred, at first, about 3 or 4 times per week; at this writing (Novem

ber Z7, 1953) there has not been a parity alarm for four weeks. This comes to about 460 hours 

of useful operation or, assuming a 30-microsecond average order time and Z accesses per 

average order, it comes to slightly over 100 billion word accesses with each access parity 

checked and no error detected. 

The exact nature of the errors which do occur is, as yet, not known. It is hoped that 

further work on the system will shed more light on the problem as well as reduce the error 

rate yet further. 

5.4 Storage Selection (MS or TS) 

When the II-digit address section of an instruction contains a number greater than 

31 (11111), MS must be used. A 1 in any digit position before the last five (i. e., in any digit 

position 5-10) will cause the Storage Selection Mixer (SSM) and the Storage Selection Control 

(SSC) automatically to select MS rather than TS. The SSM (Fig. 47) mixes the outputs of the 

read-in gate tubes of the Memory Address Register in positions 5-10. If any of these gates 

is on (that is, if a 1 is in any of those positions) then an output will get through the SSM as a 

"Select MS" pulse. 

SELECT MS r. :'\ r. t'\ r. t'\ r. :'\ ,,:'I r. :'\ 
(TO sse BELOW) \.; / '-1/ '-1/ '- ./ '- '- ./ 

STO AGE-S ELECTI ON MI ER 

rt>@T ~~~T~T~~~~~T~T~~~T ~T 
5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 

BANK 

ME M P R -A DO E~S R E GI S ER SEl ECTOR 

MAR READ IN .... .... .... .... .... .... .... " .... .... .... v ., ., .... .... 
BUS .. 
( II - DIG IT -ADDRESS DISTRI BUTEO TO ME MORY -ADORES S REG I STER) 

Figure 47. Storage Selection Mixer 
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This "Select MS" pulse is then fed to Storage Selection Control (Fig. 48). a flip-flop. 

which operates as follows: 

COMMANDS FROM 

CPO UNITS (CAI.I.ED 

FOR BY THE PAR

TlCUI.AR OPERATIONS 

INVOI.VED SUCH AS 

~. :ill. ETC. 

Ms READ 

MS WRITE 

SEI.ECT Ms 

(FROM SSM) 

I 
I 

TS 

0 

FF 

MS READ 

GT ~ TOMS CONTROl. 

MS STORE 

-
Ms 

I 
Ms START 

TO CP CONTROl. 

Figure 48. Storage Selection Control 

.Any operation involving Storage Inust require Operation Control to send out all the cOInInands 

necessary to operate both TS and MS because the storage-deterInining address is unknown to 

Operation Control. Then if MS has been selected because the address is larger than 31, or 

TS has been selected because the address is equal to or less than 31, one or the other set of 

cOInInands is canceled by Storage Selection Control (SSC) which allows only the proper set of 

cOInInands to pass. When MS has been selected, a "Select MS" pulse will be generated froIn 

SSM; this pulse will then set the Storage Selection Control (SSC) FF to a I, and allow the COIn

Inands associated with MS to pass through the GT: MSC Start (to CPC), and MSC Read or 

MSC Store (to MSC). 

5.5 Transfer of Control 

Because reading or writing in MSC takes 9 Inicroseconds, the tiIne pulses through the 

TPD controlling other cOInputer operations Inustbe stopped during MS operations. Once MS 

has been selected, cOInputer control is transferred froIn Central Control to MS Control. The 

following diagraIn (Fig. 49) is abstracted froIn Fig. 60, Clock Pulse Control (CPC). 

I.FT P (TO TPD) (GATED OFF) 

MS START 
(FROM SSC) 

MS END CARRY GATES Qf.E GT 
(MS CYCLE COMPI.ETED) 

Figure 49. MS Section of Clock Pulse Control 
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Control is transferred to MSC in the following manner: The "MSC Start" pulse, passed 

by SSC as explained above, sets FF. 01 to 1 which turns off GT. 03 so that it no longer passes 

I-mc pulses to the TPD, effectively stopping the clock in Central Control. 

1. Papian, William N., "A Coincident-Current Magnetic Memory Cell for the Storage of 

Digital Information. " Proc. 1. R. E., vol. 40. pp. 475-478, April 195Z. (Also "A Coin

cident-Current Magnetic Memory Unit," Master's thesis. E. E. Dept., MIT, August 1950.) 

2. Harvard University Computation Laboratory, "Investigations for Design of Digital 

Calculating Machinery, " Progress Reports, Z-6 (particularly No. Z), August 1948 -

November 1949. 

3. Forrester. Jay W .• "Digital Information Storage in Three Dimensions Using Magnetic 

Cores," Jour. Appl. Phy-s., vol. 2Z, pp. 44-48, January 1951. 

4. Rajchman, Jan, "Static Magnetic Matrix Memory and Switching Circuits." RCA Review, 

vol. XIII. pp. 183-Z01, June 1952. 
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6. PROGRAM TIMING AND OPERATION TIMING 

From the continuous string of time pulses fed into it, the time-pulse distributor (Section 

2.223) supplies consecutive time pulses on eight consecutive output lines. Each pulse initiates 

certain commands which control the functioning of particular pieces of equipment. The timing 

diagrams included in this chapter indicate the commands required by the representative opera

tions discussed in Chapter 3. References to commands which occur at a fraction of a time 

pulse (TP 2-1/2, 6-1/2, etc.) mean that these commands are initiated by the basic time pulse, 

delayed by the fraction of a microsecond indicated. Each command is emitted through a control

pulse-output (CPO) unit in the operation-control matrix. 

6. 1 Definition of Terms 

Program timing (PT) is the set of commands which takes an instruction from storage 

and sets up the control switch and storage switch (and step counter) so that the computer, upon 

receiving further commands, can carry out this instruction. The commands of program timing 

are the same for every instruction; they always begin at time pulse 1 and extend through time 

pulse 7. For this reason, program timing has been given only once in the timing diagrams of 

representative operations. 

Operation timing (OT) is the set of commands used to execute the instruction which has 

been set up by program timing. Operation timing begins at time pulse 6 of the same TPD cycle 

in which setup of that instruction occurs. The commands used in operation timing vary with 

the nature of each operation. 

6.2 Overlap of Program Timing and Operation Timing 

Because the same pieces of equipment can be used for program timing and operation 

timing if the commands to this equipment come at different time pulses (or fraction thereof), 

it is possible to overlap program timing and operation timing -- thus saving considerable com

putation time. Figure 63 shows this overlap as the instructions in the program are carried out. 

In Figure 63 operation timing for operation I overlaps program timing for instruction 

1 during time pulses 6 and 7. (This is also the case for operation 2 and instruction 2, etc.) 

Overlap is possible because the PT commands at these time pulses are for transfer checks 

and adding 1 to the program counter, and because these latter facilities are not needed by most 

operations timing at those times. 

While operation 1 is being performed, operation 2 is being set up from instruction 2 of 

the program. This overlap from time pulse 1 through time pulse 4 means that the two sets of 

commands are either operating separate pieces of equipment or are operating the same pieces 

on a time-sharing basis. 
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The attached diagram. gives the necessary commands for program timing and for opera

tion timing of the representative operations covered in Chapter 3. Timing of other operations 

may be obtained from the latest tables compiled by the Block Diagrams Group. 
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APPENDIX 

WWI BLOCK DIAGRAMS 

This chapter contains block diagrams of central control, test storage, the arithmetic 

element, the check register, and the MS system. In :many instances these diagraIns have been 

somewhat siInplified for the better understanding of certain elements. 

For greater ease and exactness in reference, the various ele:ments of WWI have been 

arbitrarily assigned system numbers. The system nUInber of the arith:rnetic element, for ex

aInple, is 300; all subordinate eleInents of AE are assigned nu:mbers in the 300 block (e. g. , 

the accuInulator is 302). In the same manner, each flip-flop and gate tube associated with such 

a subordinate element is identified by the number of that ele:ment and a nUInber of its own ex

pressed as a deciInal fraction Thus "FF 302.02" identifies a flip-flop in the accumulator. 

(The number by itself, without the "FF" prefix, may designate either a flip-flop or a gate tube, 

as they may carry the saine nu:mbers, although otherwise unrelated. It should also be noted 

that FF's performing identical functions within the same subordinate element will bear identical 

numbers; the same is true of GT's.) A list of system numbers is given below. 

100 CENTRAL CONTROL (CC) 400 INPUT-OUTPUT ELEMENT (lOE) 

101 Pulse Generator (PG) 403 In-Out Register (lOR) 

102 Program Counter (PC) 404 In-Out Delay Counters 

104 Control Switch (CS) 410 In-Out Control (IOC) 

105 Control Matrix (CM) 4Z0 In-Out Switch (lOS) 

106 Time-Pulse Distributor (TPD) 

109 Clock Pulse Control (CPC) 500 GENERAL UNITS 

110 Frequency Divider (FDV) 510 Display Scopes 8. Control 

III Synchronizer (SYN) 513 Vertical Decoder 

514 Horizontal Decoder 
ZOO TEST STORAGE 

520 Magnetic Tape 

201 Test Storage Switch (TSS) 530 Paper Tape 

Z02 Toggle-Switch Storage (TG) 540 Camera 

Z03 Flip-Flop Storage (FFS) 
600 CHECKING CIRCUITS 

300 ARITHMETIC ELEMENT (AE) 601 Check Register (CR) 

301 A-Register (AR) 60Z Alarm Indicator 

302 Accumulator (AC) 603 Alarm Control (for ck) 

303 B-Register (BR) 

304 Sign Control 700 CONSOLE 

305 Step Counter (SC) 800 MAGNETIC-CORE STORAGE 
306 Multiply Control 

307 Shift Control 842 Parity Register 

308 Divide Control 

309 Ove rflow Control 



WWI SYSTEM (SIMPLIFIED BLOCK DIAGRAM) -- FIGURE 52 

The WWI system has been simplified in order to show the major units and their pertinent 

interconnections. The multiple command cables, not named on the drawing, are itemized accord

ing to the system numbers of the units they connect. (For identification of units by system number, 

see the list at the beginning of this Section.) 

CABLES BETWEEN MAJOR UNITS 

100 to 200 (5 lines) 

105 to 201 - TSS Read In 
TSS Read Out 

105 to 202/3 - TS Read Out 
TS Read to Check Bus 

105 to 203 - TS Read In 

100 to 300 (28 + 2 lines) 

105 to 301 - AR Clear 
AR Read In 
AR Read Out 
Add 
Subtract 

105 to 302 - AC Clear 
AC Carry Clear 
AC Read Out 
BR Clear via SRC 
AC Read to BR 
End-Around Carry 
Compare 

105 to 302/9 - Carry 
105 to 303 - BR Clear 

Round Off 
105 to 304 - Check Magnitude 

AR Sign Check 
Product Sign 

105 to 304/8 - AC Sign Check 
105 to 305 - SC Preset 

SC Read In 
SC Read Out 
Add to SC 

105 to 305/6 - Multiply 

105 to 307 - Shift Left 
Shift Right 

105 to 305/8 - Divide 
105 to 309 - Arithmetic Check 
109 to 308 - Low-Frequency Clock Pulses 
109 to 306/7/10 - High-Frequency Clock 

Pulses 

100 to 400 (3 lines)* 

Select External Unit and Mode of Operation 
Set up for Reading 
Set up for Recording 

100 to 600 (2 lines) 

105/8 to 601 - CR Read In 
Transfer Check 

400 to External Unit (4 line s )* 

Stop 
Start 
Read 
Record 

700 to 100 (8 lines) 

700 to III - Restart from Stop 
Clear All Registers 
Start Over from Stop 
Single Pulses 
Reset FF 
Change to PB (Stop) 
Instruction by Instruction 
Read In the Program 

* These commands are simply a functional description of the many commands actually required. 
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BUS CONNECTIONS -- FIGURE 53 

Figure 53 shows the major WWI elements and the gate tubes through which they are 

connected to the main bus and the check bus. 

The bus system is complicated by transfer checking: all elements which are re

quired only to receive data from the main bus must also be able, for checking reasons, to 

transmit this information back to the main bus. For example, the switches (104, 201, 420) 

are forced to read information back to the bus although their function in the system demands 

only that they receive information. 

Those elements whose function is both to receive information from and to transmit 

information to the main bus must also be able, for checking reasons, to transmit to the 

check bus. An example is the Program Counter, which has three sets of gate tube s - - one 

for receiving information from the main bus, one for transmitting to the main bus, and one 

for transmitting to the check bus. 

The principle of transfer checking is described briefly in Chapter 4. 
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CENTRAL CONTROL, WWI (CONDENSED) -- FIGURE 54 

Central Control, corresponding to the operator of a manual system, calls for each 

instruction in sequence (directed by the Program Counter), extracts it from Storage, holds 

it temporarily in the Program Register, and then distributes the operation-code section to 

the Control Switch and the address section to the Storage Switch. The operation-code sec

tion sets the Control Switch to select the appropriate operation line to the Control Matrix; 

the Control Matrix then provides the proper commands for the operation. Timing of these 

commands is directed by the Time-Pulse Distributor of the Master Clock. 

The Storage Selection Control chooses the correct set of commands for the storage 

(MS or TS) being used. 
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THE MASTER CLOCK -- FIGURE 55 

The basic source of all pulses in the computer is the Pulse Generator, an element 

which consists of a 2-mc oscillator for producing pulses at a 2-mc frequency, and a 2: 1 

frequency divider for producing pulses at a l-mc frequency. These 2-mc and l-mc pulses 

are then fed into Clock Pulse Control, an element which, according to the control pulses 

also fed into it, determines the distribution of the original 2-mc and I-mc pulses to various 

parts of the computer. An important element fed from Clock Pulse Control is the Time

Pulse Distributor which directs the timing of the various commands used in performing an 

operation. 

The Synchronizer takes asynchronous com.mands or control pulses from various 

sections of the computer and synchronizes them with a major frequency before they are 

permitted to go to CPC. 
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THE PROGRAM COUNTER - - FIGURE 56 

Three sections of the counter are shown. The counting is done by the FF IS. 01. 

The add pulse comes in from the right. If the first FF is a 0, it will be switched to a 1, 

increasing the binary number contained in PC by 1. If the first FF is a 1, GT .05 will be 

on and the add pulse can pass through to add into the second FF. The first FF will be reset 

to 0, after a delay, by the same add pulse. The system is very similar to that used for the 

Accumulator high-speed carry. 

The GT's .01 are used for reading in a new number from the bus in a subprogram 

operation. Prior to the reading in, the counter must be cleared or reset to 0 by a pulse 

on the clear line. 

It is also possible to change the contents of PC by pulsing the reset line. Toggle 

switches are provided so that the counter may be set to the address of any desired Itfirstl! 

instruction prior to starting a calculation. 

The Program Counter must also be able to read out to the bus, via GT .Ol, and into 

the check bus via GT .03. When PC is full, it will put out an end-carry pulse which may be 

used fo-r. resetting the counter. 
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THE PARITY REGISTER (SIMPLIFIED) -- FIGURE 57 

Two sections of the register are shown. Digits are read in from the bus via 

GT' s .01 and stored in FF' s .01. GT' s .02 and GT IS. 03 are provided for reading out 

to the main bus and check bus respectively. The clear line is pulsed prior to each 

read-in, in order to clear the register. A "0" output from PAR will cause a "0" to be 

written in magnetic-core storage. The parity check circuits are considered part of the 

parity register but have been omitted in this simplified drawing. 
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CONTROL SWITCH AND TEST-STORAGE SWITCH -- FIGURE 58 

This same switch, with minor modifications as noted, is used in both Operation 

Control and Test Storage. Five FF's .01 are used to store the five-digit binary number 

describing the desired output line. GT's. 01 are used for reading in the operation-code 

section of the instruction from the bus. GT's. 02. are used for sending this information 

back to the bus for check of the transfer if this switch is the Test Storage Switch; the trans

fer of information to the Control Switch is checked for proper line selection through read-out 

GT's .116-.12.0 of the Control Matrix. 

The FF's drive the crystal matrix. A positive signal will appear on one of the output 

lines if all the crystals in that line are on. 

The purpose of the change-from-cp-to-sp line has been described in Section 2.. 13. - -
The binary codes for the different operations have been established so that the cp operation 

has the same code as sp, except that the fifth digit of cp is a 0 instead of a 1. The change

to-sp pulse changes FF .0 1 of CS-4 to a 1. The control switch which had been set to cp 

(01110) is then reset to sp (01111). 
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CONTROL MATRIX - - FIGURE 59 

The Control Matrix consists of 32 operation lines from the Control Switch and 8 

time-pulse lines from the Time-Pulse Distributor. The outputs from the matrix (commands) 

originate at the various CPO gate tubes, which represent the intersections of selected opera

tion lines with selected time-pulse lines. To simplify the drawing, only 3 operation lines 

and the associated CPO units are shown. 

Going from one instruction to the next in a program, certain processes are continually 

repeated. For example: the program counter is indexed; the instruction is located in storage. 

The commands for all these processes are independent of the particular operation included in 

the instruction. Moreover, each successive instruction in the program must provide for the 

commands which are needed to set up the next instruction in the program. These instruction

setup commands are common to most instructions (and operations) and, therefore, can utilize 

a common operations line. This line is called the Program Timing Line in all Laboratory 

literature. Although previously this title had meaning, a better name might be "Instruction

Setup Line. " 
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CLOCK PULSE CONTROL -- FIGURE 60 

FF .02. in Clock Pulse Control is used for starting and stopping the Time-Pulse 

Distributor which supplies the timing pulses for the Control Matrix. When FF .02. is set 

to 0, GT .03 will be on and low-frequency clock pulses will be supplied to the TPD. When 

FF .02. is set to I by a stop-clock control pulse, GT .03 will be off and no further time pulses 

will be produced by the TPD. 

A multiply. divide, or shift pulse sent to the Arithmetic Element (AE) is also sent 

in on the stop-clock line, setting FF .02. to a 1 and permitting GT's .0 I and. 02. to pass l-mc 

and 2.-mc pulses to AE. When the AE has finished its part of the operation, the Step Counter 

(SC) (which has been counting steps for the operations: multiply. divide, and shift) will pro

duce an end-carry (SC End Carry) which resets FF .02. to 0, restarting the TPD, and shutting 

off the supply of clock pulses to the AE. 

Clock Pulse Control will receive an alarm pulse every time the computer detects an 

error. The alarm pulse will set FF .04 to O. stopping the flow of l-mc pulses to the TPD 

and the l-mc and 2.-mc pulses to the AE, and keeping the situation as it was at the time of 

the error. A pulse on the restart line sets FF .04 to a 1, permitting the pulses to the TPD 

and AE to be restarted after a fault has been corrected or simply after a stop has been made. 
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TIME-PULSE DISTRIBUTOR -- FIGURE 61 

The Time-Pulse Distributor consists of an 8-way diode matrix switch with the three 

driving FF' s connected in a counter circuit. Each time pulse, as it appears, will change 

the contents of the counter register to a number greater by 1. The switch output will thus 

change for each time pulse. 

A gate tube is connected to each of the switch outputs. The time pulses coming in 

are supplied to the grids of all these tubes. The switch will supply a gating voltage to only 

one tube at a time; the time pulse will thus appear only on the selected output. 

The TPD is off during the repetitive parts of operations such as multiplication, divi

sion, and shifting, but it can be restarted from Clock Pulse Control at any other time to 

produce pulses in the normal order. 
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TEST STORAGE - - FIGURE 62 

This drawing shows the arrangement of the elements of test storage. Five flip-flop 

registers and twenty-seven toggle-switch registers are provided. The desired one of the 

32 registers (27 toggle-switch + 5 flip-flop) is selected by the 32-position test-storage switch. 

Provision is also made for reading out to the check bus and for reading into flip-flop 

storage from the main bus. Toggle-switch storage is, of course, fixed manually and cannot 

be changed by information from the bus. 
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FLIP-FLOP STORAGE -- FIGURE 63 

A number stored in the Flip-Flop Storage Register is held in the 16 FF's .01. 

When a particular flip-flop storage register is selected by the Test Storage Switch 

a selection-switch gate (from the switch output) is supplied to both GT's .04 and GT's .05 

of that register. If a FF .0 1 in the selected register is set to a 1, a gate will be supplied 

to the FF-Storage output panel. If a FF .01 is set to 0, no gate will be supplied. This enables 

the 5 FF registers to share a common output panel. 

Before a number is stored, a clear pulse must be sent to the selected register. The 

selection-switch gate turns on GT's .05 as well as GT's .04. A number coming in the IN line 

will then be stored in the FF's .0 l. 

The reset line allows insertion of initial values in the flip-flop registers prior to a 

test problem. The single-pole double-throw toggle-switches are set to the desired number 

for each register. When the reset line is pulsed. these numbers will be inserted into the 

registers. The reset line is shared by all 5 flip-flop registers. Thus, all FF registers are 

set simultaneously, independent of the Test Storage Switch setting. 

The IN and OUT lines are common to all registers, the connections to the lines being 

determined by the selection-switch gate from the Test Storage Switch. 
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FLIP-FLOP STORAGE OUTPUT -- FIGURE 64 

When a number is to be stored in Flip-Flop Storage, a gate is supplied to GT's .01 

on the storage-read-in line. Pulses proceeding along the bus are thus sent through GT .01 

onto the IN line to Flip-Flop Storage. 

For reading out, a gate is supplied fro:m the selected register in flip-flop storage 

to GT's .02. When the storage-read-out line is pulsed, the contents of the selected register 

will be trans:mitted onto the bus. The gate is supplied to GT's .03, as well as to GT's .02, 

so that the nu:mber :may be read out onto the check bus by pulsing the storage-read-to-check

bus line. 
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FLIP-FLOP STORAGE CONTROL -- FIGURE 65 

Flip-Flop Storage Control relays the selection-switch gate from the Test Storage 

Switch to the selected register of Flip-Flop Storage. The selection-switch gate is also 

supplied to GT's .07 and. 08 which send the clear pulse to the proper register and to the 

proper digits of that register before a number is stored there. 

The storage-reset pulse is sent to all flip-flop registers through the reset lines of 

FF Storage Control. 
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TOGGLE-SWITCH STORAGE -- FIGURE 66 

A selected output line from the Test Storage Switch will connect the proper toggle

switch register to GT' s .02 to transmit information to the main bus and to GT' s .03 to 

transmit to the check bus. A closed toggle switch, representing a l, will then allow a 1 

to pass to the main bus and the check bus. Crystals prevent sneak paths in this circuit. 
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THE ARITHMETIC ELEMENT -- FIGURE 67 

The purposes and functions of the elements shown in this drawing have been discussed 

in general in Chapter 3. The detailed drawing is presented for perusal by the brave. Most 

details presented here were discussed in the text. 
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A-REGISTER -- FIGURE 68 

Before a number can be stored in AR, the register must be cleared of previous 

information. The number is then read in through GT's .01 to FF's .0 1 and may be read 

back onto the bus, for checking, via GT's .02. 

GT's .05 permit a number to be read out of AR and to be added into AC; GT's .04 

permit the number to be subtracted (its complement to be added). 

A complement line is provided which will switch all the FF's, essentially changing 

the sign of the number in AR when required for sign handling. The "left-digit-one" line 

from AR 0 goes to the Sign Control to record AR as negative if AR 0 is a 1. 
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ACCUMULA TOR - - FIGURE 69 

Sections AC l-AC 14: A single AC digit column includes one partial-sum FF (FF. 01) 
and one carry FF (FF. 02). For construction reasons, the carry FFI s are associated 
physically with the PS FF I S one section to the left. i. e., a carry from PS FF .01 in 
AC 3 will be held in carry FF . 02 in AC 2. 

For addition, the incoming pulse from AR is supplied to DE. Oland GT . 06 (see 
AC 14). If FF. 01 holds a 1, GT. 06 will be on and the incoming pulse will pass through 
GT .06 along the carry-digit line to add 1 into the associated carry FF (.02) to the 
left. After a delay, the pulse will switch FF .01 from 1 to O. DE. 01 is just long 
enough to allow the carry pulse to pass through GT .06 before FF .01 is changed to O. 
An included high-speed-carry system uses GT. 12 and GT. 05 (Sec. 3.212). 

In shifting left, GT. 14 will be on during a shift-left command if FF. 01 holds a 
0, while GT. 13 will be on if FF. 01 holds a 1. A shift-left pulse will pass through 
the "on" tube and set the adjacent FF on the left to agree with the setting of the 
original FF. DE. 02 and DE. 03 delay the shifting pulses until the shift-left pulse has 
gone through all GTl s . 13 and. 14. 

The contents of AC may be read out to the main bus through GT. 02, to BR 
through GT. 04, and to check bus through GT. 03. A clear line is provided for clear
ing AC prior to inserting a number; a complement line permits correcting the sign 
of the number in AC (after a division, for example). Crystal diodes prevent feed
back of control pulses or commands into other control lines. 

The whiffletree (GTl s . 16,.17,.08-.11), driven from the PS and carry FFls, 
is used for the shift-right-and-carry operation (Sec. 3.233). This 4-way tree con
verts the original sethngs of the PS and carry-digit FFI s into control pulses for 
properly setting the FFls during shift-and-carry. One of the GTl s . 08-.11 is selec
ted by the tree through GTI s. 16 and . 17, depending on whether FF. 01 holds a 0 or 
a 1 and on whether FF. 02 holds a 0 or a 1. The shift-and-carry command pulse 
proceeds through the selected GT to set the PS FF one digit to the right. Thus the 
whiffletree decides whether to shift 11 S or 01 s to the right according to the contents 
of the PS and carry FFls. 

Sections AC 0, AC 15: AC 0 and AC 15 differ somewhat from AC l-AC 14. AC 0 
has a connection between the high-speed-carry line (carry-digit-from-right) and 
the 1eft-digit-carry line as well as a special divide-shift-1eft line which shifts AC 0 
and AC 1 left during division. These digits are not shifted during normal shift opera
tions. AC 15 has no carry FF. (The carry FF associated with AC 15 is actually 
part of the AC 14 chassis.) Shift-and-carry is reduced to a simple shift-right to 
BR 0, involving only GT. 15 and GT. 16. FF. 03 is used for Shift Roundoff Control. 
In shifting, the contents of BR can be retained or cleared and rounded off to AC 15. 
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B-REGISTER -- FIGURE 70 

Sections BR 1 - BR 14 

The B-Register stores a number in the 16 FF's. 01. A clear line is provided, 

and also a means for reading in the contents from AG. The BR ordinarily does not read out 

except by shifting left into AG. (Read-out GT's. 02 are used for the operation ab in which 

the contents of BR are supplied to the AG FF inputs. ) 

Two pairs of gate tubes with delays are used for shifting right and left from 

each digit to its neighbor. 

Sections BR 0, BR 15 

An extra gate tube GT. 03 is added to BR 0 for providing roundoff. The divide

shift-left line does not become effective until GT's. 04 and. 05 of BR 1, preventing BR 0 

from being shifted on divide. 

The only difference in BR 15 is the addition of the line connecting " one from 

BR 15" to the 0 side of BR 15. This line is used for resetting BR 15 during multiplica

tion. (See Section 3.23, Figure 25.) The regular shift-right gate tubes, GT. 07 and 

GT.06, are used to get the IIfrom-BR 15" signals necessary for multiplication. 
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STEP COUNTER - - FIGURE 71 

The Step Counter is used in the Arithmetic Element to count the number 

of steps performed in shifting, multiplying, dividing, cycling, and scale factoring. 

Six sections are needed to allow the counter to count to 33. The sixth section mini

mizes delay time by providing an end-carry line with only one gate tube. 

In divide and in multiply, the counter is reset by a pulse on the designated 

line; crystal diodes are connected to give the initial settings of the counter. The 

toggle switches on the test-reset line allow convenient changing of counter settings 

for testing. After the proper number of "add-to-step-counter" pulses have been 

supplied, the counter flip-flops 11-15 will all have returned to 0 and FF. 10 will 

contain a 1. The next add pulse will then pass through GT. 05 as an end carry, 

indicating the completion of an operation; it will also set FF .15, giving 32 + 1 = 33. 

For the shift and cycle operations, the counter is set by the "address, II 

which comes in from the bus and which indicates the number of digits to be shifted 

or cycled. (See Section 3.25, Figure 33.) The counter is first cleared. The 

address is then read into the complemented input of the counter from the bus 

through GTJ s. 01. The counter will permit shifting and cycling to occur until an 

overflow puts out an end carry. 

GT' s. 02 are used for reading the counter contents back onto the bus 

after an sf (scale factor) operation. 
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CHECK REGISTER -- FIGURE 72 

The check register contains 16 FF's .01 which can be read into from both main bus and check bus. 

The complement input is always used. A number on the main bus is read in through GT's .01, whereas 

a number on the check bus goes directly into CR. 

When CR is clear, if the numbers coming in from the main bus and the check bus are identical, 

all FF's .01 will then hold 0 (complement and recomplement). If there is any discrepancy. one of the 

flip-flops will hold a I, GT. 04 will be on, and a "transfer check" pulse will produce an alarm. 

The register is self-clearing in the case of no error. A manual-clear line is provided for 

clearing the register after correction of a fault. 

The transfer-checking system depends on the check register's continual correct operation. To 

check that CR is operating correctly, it is itself continually checked. The command "CR check" first 

complements the cleared CR, so that all FF's .01 should then be set to 1. After a O. l-tJ.sec delay, the 

CR check pulse sets FF. 02 to 1; after a O. 4-tJ.sec delay, it attempts to go through all GT's. 04 in 

series. (It will be able to do this if all FF's .01 are still holding 1 as they should be.) After passing 

GT .04 of CR 15, it will pass GT . 08 (because FF .02 has been set to 1 earlier) and will come back in 

on the clear line, resetting FF .02 to O. After a l. 7-tJ.sec delay it will try to pass GT. 06 but will be 

unsuccessful because FF . 02 has been cleared. No CR alarm pulse, then, will be produced, proof 

that the check register is functioning properly. 

If the CR-check pulse, delayed 0.4 tJ.sec, should fail to pass any of the GT's .04 (predicating 

the failure of any digit of the check register to hold a I), there will be no pulse passing GT .04 of 

CR 15 through GT . 08 to clear FF . 02. Then when the CR-check pulse, delayed l. 7 tJ.sec, comes 

along, it will pass GT .06 because FF .02 still holds a 1, and a CR alarm will be produced. 
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MAGNETIC-CORE-MEMORY CONTROL -- FIGURE 73 

For a detailed discussion of the operation of magnetic-core storage in Whirlwind I, 

see Section 5 of this report. 
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